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VOL. VI, PHILADELPHIA, PA., JUNE, 1888.
THE ETUDE.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., JUKE, 1888.
A Monthly Publication for Teacher* and Students of the
Piano-forte.
Subscription Bath, $1.60 frk,¥rar (payable in advance).
Singi® Copy, 16 o®sta.
The courts h»Te decided that all subscribers to newspapers are he!
muscular apparatus, all at once. Owing to the want of
proper analysis he commonly does all three of these
things badly, the attention being directed to one point
while he is missing it at another. So much is this the
case that it is not too much to say that the average pupil
loses two-thirds of the time spent in practice.
As already specified, the muscular part of this proceed-
ing, the fundamental part of it at least, can be done upon
the technicon better than at the piano. I have the idea
[For The Etude.]
“BROTHERHOOD’S TE0EII001" AID ELEMEN-
TARY PIA10 TEACHING.
W. 8. B. MATHEWS,
For some time
and those of my pupils. The results have not only justi-
fied all the claims the inventor made for it, but have also musical life is not awakened. . I have seen and heard a
led me to the question whether this is not the road to a good deal of this during the four years that Mr Tomlins
„
’ np. has been trying his carious experiment with children’snew departure in piano teaching. The idea of facilitating
the training of the hands for muscular purposes by means
of a mechanical apparatus is not new with Mr. Brother-
hood
;
on the contrary, Henri Hers had it, Logier, and
many others. But Mr. Brotherhood’s apparatus has,
nevertheless, the merit of novelty in several respects,
chief of which I count its exact relation to the anatomical
singing in this city. The effect of opening the pupils’
mind to musical impressions has bees to facilitate their
progress in all departments of their study, and, of course,
most at the instrument. This was already sufficiently
known to old teachers, through the observation of the
v. ns
progress that pupils make who happen to have
construction of sand, and the psychological part of what “commonly called an “ear for music”. These
pi a-playing I find thkt by means of this%ontrivance accomplish m a month what it takes average pupils years
it is possible to develop, exercise and strengthen any
part of the hand desired,—something which cannot be
done so completely by means of piano practice, no matter
how assiduous, or how intelligently co-ordinated. For
to do.
It is in order to develop this faculty of thinking music
that I make so much of a point of the pupil’s memorizing
the pieces she studies. If the musical faculties had pre-
viously been developed in her, the memorizing would not
is also excellent for the wrist training it provides
;
but as I
said at the outset, the thing that pleases me most is themuivk mh wc 1*1*3 muuk iica c tmti m i»uc * y r> j in i • • 3 *n
thoroughness with which it provides for every part of the "he“ Pr0PeH/P o^r®^ ; very likely the conception will
hand. I should say, therefore, that for persons with weak .imPe,rfecL The plain passages, of melody- and the
- * - -
r
- - --
- obvious harmonies she will realize m her mind ; but thehands* stiff hand®* or for any who desired to abridge the
.
. ,
, m • * ^ il _ i ' 41s ^
labor of obtaining control over the hand, this instrument mo,re invoTe
^
w
.
ll! exf fo? her Tliy .as confU8e.d
would be a boon I find, also, that the claims of the and meaningless successions of notes ; what is wanted is
inventor are more than made good in the matter of its to Persevere th? Proce88f
18 complete ? until the pupil
conducing to the Intelligent sensitiveness of the hand, reads a piece of mus.c away from the piano, just as easily
. ^ ° - ... . onn ir>jQwtsi i m Sv? q a oho vaaria cs hAAtr wirnAnr. hfivinff thfl WArrtS
* cribe™ ld that the first part of a pupil’s musical education, as such,
responsible until umngw are paid sad their papers are ordered to be ' Can best be given through the medium of the voice
;
next
dUcontinued.
after this upon the violin. The voice is the instrument ofAMLOliUiiL
music which carries within it the presumption of soul
;
the
is 04 Obmtnut Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA pian0 ;s evidently a Mechanism.: that it can have a soul
EDITORS.
,is the fact to be demonstrated by the player at the
w. 8. B. Mathews, JOHN 8. van CLEVIS,
.moment. Now a pupil coming to the piano for the
JOHN 0.
TncT.ww ft Tl®fS.R
lJNES;SK
’ Ipurposes of “learning to play” spends so much time
„ . L„ with exercises and with unmusical studies, that it is littleManaging SMor, ( HEO 0 B. less than a miracle if she ever comes to the period when
(Sktiend at PhUsdttghta Po*t Qfies at Second-dam Matter.) the’ playing takes on the character of an improvisation,
’
—the ideal of all music. But if, on the other hand, she
®~
begins her music with music, that is to say with singing,
H M her head is already “oriented” with reference to the
mi-ny PT 1*0 P A flTfTWO- great fiindamental distinction between music and me-
_
i"”‘ chanics. Then when she comes to the instrument she will
w s b .
'tU"* m«sic, however she may for a time fall short of
making it. Ims start m the right direction will save a
past I have been experimenting with peat Seal of dry study, for thirty years’ experience in
Brother >od’s ‘ fcchnicon,” both upon m>own hands te»chl,,8 bas 8,hown me ’ beyond controversy, that the
v nnn
' v in t.i Prin?e Iea«on. why 80 Pjapils fail to play is that their
6 *. uwuiuea n u i
instance, the only exercises known to me as having any 710^ ^
m
considerable influence upon the extensor muscles are been difficult ; she would have taken in the piece*
the slotf “Two-finger exercises ” of Mason. ^
“unconscious absorption”. I have the idea thafc this
In these we do not get any direct strengthening of development of the musical conception withm the pupil
these muscles through tie operation of calling them to ^gtt fee earned on more successfully away from the piano
do h
.
physicists -call “ wort”, because all that we ask f&n . Jt 18 5!nfe P0885l?[® to “e“°nze a P,ece awa5
'
them to do is to raise the finger’s own weight against the ?
Gm P!?no ’ Ju8tas possible as it is to write one away
pull of the flexors. In Brotherhood’s machine, however, Ir0“ *e PiaI\°’ wnte a letter without talking the
we have abundant means of strengthening them, by ™atenta aloud Whenever there is Phantasy within,
causing them to move weights, just as the flexors are con- ^
ere 18 something which is independent of outside
tiaually doing and thereby mkke them an important ac- interpretation xNow why not nave the pupil study tee
cessory to the work of learning to play. The Technicon Pieca awa| ffom the piano? Let it be withm her
• ,
J °
. X i,
. x cowers at first, easy. Let her look unon the notes and
IS
The question is, Does not this instrument mark the
begimng of a new epoch in the art of piano-teaching? I
am inclined to think that it does, as follows: Pupils
spend time at the piano for three purposes-: First, to train
their muscles to obey the will in the manners required
jy piano playing; second, to cultivate the mhsical con-
eption, tnat is, to find out what the musical idea of the
* 1 J »_ x 1. * 1 . il. . ... t _ _ J?piece in hand is; third, to unite the muscular obedience a proper administration of the technical
?*#!» tkoi nmsi/»al onnooniUo These three elements enter show how passages are made up, and familiarize the pupil
p p
endeavor to form within herself a conception of its sound
W MJ*3 lUMJU KCUfc OCUBHlVCUCBa Ut lifliC?
.
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After using it the hand is not only more flexible but also and.certainly as she reads a book without having the words
ient, and more easily controlled for musical au(1 'Dly spo en.
.
. ,
.
_ Whatever gains can be made for piano teaching in this
sti way will improve the quality of the playing more than
any other form of progress that can be mentioned, he-
l cause it strikes at the very root of the matter. It cleanses
the fountain. It is the great vice of American teaching
t that it rarely does this. N or are the faults of the teaching
flayi
;
supplemented by the necessary amount of hearing music,
This work ofidealizing instruction will be greatly helped by
in : exercises, which
ractice slowly,
Mat be found in the works of the best masters, and
consequently are admissible when justified by certain
conditions. Without those conditions they are abso-
lutely wrong and offensive to every musical ear. For
The better understanding of these conditions, it will be
well to state that they are most to be dreaded when they
appear naked, viz., without the third of the fundamental.
But even thus they may be used when certain drastic
effects shall be produced, as, for instance, the braying of
an ass [strike c, G and then f, c below and the imagination
will do the rest], or the tuning of a violin or the imita-
tion of some barbaric instruments and such like. Add
-the third between the fundamental and fifth and it will
sound tolerably bad to any musical ear which can tell
the difference between a guitar and a drum, but it will
not harm those who are skilled in carrying on a conver-
sation on fashions or horse races during the performance
of a Beethoven Sonata.
Percy Goetschius, in his system of harmony, says :•
“The degree in which this disagreeable effect is pro-
duced is exactly proportionate to the prominence of the
fifths.”
This prominence is weakened or disappears entirely ;
1. When ‘the fifths appear in other than the outside
voices.
2. When another interval (for instance, the 7th) is
added to the 2d fifth.
8. When they appear in arpeggio form.
4. When the 2d fifth is not harmonic.
In this lattei^Hase Mr, G. says “the evil is entirely re-
moved.” There are some more cases in which consecu-
tive fifth may be harmless, bat it would lead me too far to
enumerate and explain them. Any composer who has
learned how to avoid them will easily learnTiow to use
them : first the rule, then the exception—for you may
think as you please, but exceptions they will remain for-
ever, and because the greatest masters have used them
occasionally, it does not follow that anybody can use them
indiscriminately.
E. Von Adelung, Oakland, Cal.
TO THE MUSICIANS OF THE STATE OF
MEW YORK. '
If yon desire to see a higher standard of music in
America
;
if you wish to become known as an energetic
worker in the cause ; if you would like to be associated
with those who are in the fore-front of musical matters
in our country; if you care to keep abreast of this great
age of musical progress, you can do so by joining the.
Music Teachers’ National Association. An annual fee
of two dollars is all that is required, and it will entitle
you to have your name, specialty and’ address printed
in the annual reports, and you will receive the reports,
circulars, and other printed documents, from time to time,
free of charge.
Whether you can attend the Chicago Meetings or not*
will you kindly cooperate with us by sending $2 to the
Treasurer? He will mail you a membership ticket, and
you will thus becoMe identified with the best musicians
m the Nation, and they in turn will be encouraged in
their arduous efforts to place our profession in a higher
sphere of usefulness.
The Treasurer is Mb. H. S. Perkins, 162 State St,
*1 -sr . , * 9% f l .* .1 .. J L -
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hands, get his musical concaptior
r have the now has to go undone. It would also relieve a suffering
int is the community from its parts of the burden of piano practice,
> that this and those the most objectionable parts it;—namely, the
only in so mechanical exercises tor strengthening the fingers, and
o train his the murderous havoc with the second intentions of great
> it to the masters.
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THE COMING MEETING.
Unusual preparations are going en at Chieago for the
twelfth annual meeting of the Music Teachers’ National
Association, which will be held in that city July 3d, 4th,
6th, 6th. This meeting will be, perhaps, the most bril-
liant in the history of the organization. The programme
at this date is not yet complete, and even if published at
this time would be subject to changes. X. Scharwenka
was to have appeared at one of the concerts in connec-
tion with Theo. Thomas’ orchestra, but his visit to this
country has been postponed on account of a sprain in his
hand. It is understood that he will be connected with
the Cincinnati College of Music next year. The follow-
ing list of artists and essayists is taken from the Indicator,
of Chieago, and must be considered non-official
:
ARTISTS.
Vocalists—Mrs. S. 0. Ford, Cleveland, Ohio; Miss
Katherine Van Arnheim, of Chicago ; Mrs. Jessie
Bartlett- Davis, of New York; Mr. Whitney Mockridge,
of New York; Mr. Henry Koeske, of New York; Mr.
Chas. A. Knorr, of Chicago ; Mr. L. Gaston Gottschalk,
ofChicago
;
Mr. Homer A. Moore, of Chicago. Violinists
—Miss Maud Powell, of New York
;
Mr. S. E. Jacobsohn,
of Chicago. Pianists—Mme. Teresa Carreno, of New
York; Frl. Adele Aus der Obe, of New York ; Mr.
Edmund Neupert.ofNew York
;
Mr. Richard Burmeister,
of Baltimore; Mr. R. Zeckwer, of Philadelphia ; Mr.
Emil Liebling, of Chicago
;
Mr. Walter Petzet, of Minne-
apolis. Organists—Mr. Clarence Eddy, of Chicago ; Mr.
Harrison M. Wild, of Chicago
;
Mr. Samuel M. Baldwin,
of Chicago
;
Mr. Morse, of Minneapolis
;
Mr. A. F.
McCarrell, of Evanston, 111. In addition to the above
the Jacobsohn String Quartet will participate. It con-
sists of S. E. Jacobsohn, 1st violin ; Theo. Binder, 2d
violin; Joseph Ohlheiser, viola; Meinhard Eicheim,
violoncello. Theo. Thomas’ orchestra artfUthe festival
chorus of 400 voices, with Theodore Thomas as con-
ductor of concerts and S. G. Pratt as chorus master,
concludes the catalogue.
ESSAYISTS.
J. S. Van Cleve, Cincinnati, 0.; J. Brotherhood, New
York City; C. B. Cady, University of Michigan; N.
Coe Stewart,' Cleveland, 0. ; Rev. J. H. Knowles,
Chieago; J. E. P. Aldous, Hamilton, Ont., delegate
from the Royal Canadian Society of Professional Musi-
cians
;
F. Grant Gleason, Chicago
;
Mrs. Sara Hershey
Eddy, Chicago. Pianists—Emil Liebling, Chicago
;
R.
Zeckwer, Philadelphia
;
Walter Petzet, Minneapolis
;
Richard Burmeister, Baltimore
;
Edmund Neupert, Adele
Aus der Ohe, Mme. Teresa Carreno. Organists—A.
F. McCarrell, Evanston
;
Mr. Morse, Minneapolis
;
Mr.
Clarence Eddy, Chicago
;
Mr. Harrison Wild, Chicago
;
Mr. Samuel A. Baldwin, Chicago. Vocalists—Mme.
Cappiani, Henry Koecke, Homer A. Moore, Mrs. S. C.
Ford, the Apollo Club of Chicago, and others.
Three concerts of American compositions, orchestra
and vocal, with chorus of 400 voices and grand orchestra
under the direction of Mr. Theodore Thomas, will be
given at the Exposition Building on Tuesday, Wednes-
day and Thursday, the 3d, 4th and 5th July, at 8 p. m.
each evening, the programmes being as follows: Pro-
gramme of the Tuesday concert—a, Interlude from the
lyric drama “ Vlasda;” b, Festival March, motto, “ Eeee
quam bonum quanque jocundum habitare fratres in
unam ” (Franz van Der Stucken); symphonic poem for
male chorus, soli and orchestra (Frederick Grant
Gleason), Mr. Homer A. Moore, baritone; concerto for
pianoforte and orchestra, A minor (E. Grieg), pianist
Mr. Edmund Neupert (dedicated to Mr. Neupert); “ Will
o’ the Wisps,” for female chorus and orchestra (Louis
Maas)
;
suite for strings in E major, Op. 12 (Arthur
Foote)
;
126th Psalm for chorus, soli and orchestra (C.
C. Converse), vocalists. Programme of the Wednesday
concert:—Two movements from symphony in C, a,
Theme and variations, b, Tempo di Minuetto (G. Whit-
ing)
;
Elegy for chorus and orchestra, (S. G. Pratt)
;
Concerto for piano and orchestra, A minor (Schumann),
pianist, Miss Adele Aus der Ohe
;
Ave Maria, for
female chorus with soli; Op. 4 (Henry Holden Huss)
.
harp, violin and ’cello, obligato and strings, soprano,
.Mrs. S. C. Ford, of Cleveland, 0., add contralto
Ballade and Polonaise for violin and orchestra (Vieux-
temps), violinist, Miss Maude Powell
;
andante and
scherzo for strings, Willard Burr
;
Japanese Overture, C.
V. Lahmund The Crusaders,” cantata for soli, chorus
and orchestra (H. Hiles), soprano, Mrs. S.^C. Ford,
tenor, Mr. Henry Koecke. Programme of the Thursday
concert: “ Skirnis-mal,” Frey’s Longing, from ‘‘The
Elder Edda,” first movement (M. S.) (S. Beck)
;
a, “ Two
Lovers” (Hecht), b, ‘‘Matona, Lovely Maiden”
(Lassus), c, “Judge me, 0 God” (eight part motette)
(Mendelssohn), the Apollo Club of Chicago, (W. L. Tom-
lins, conductor)
;
concerto for violin ana orchestra, Op.
18 (Louis Maas), allegro, romanza, allegro con brio,
violinist, S. E. Jacobsohn; Bepedictns and Agnus Dei
(8d mass, Gounod), the Apollo Club ; First Concerto for
pianoforte in A minor, Up. 15 (MacDowell), allegro,
con fuoco, andante, Iranquillo, presto, Mme. Teresa Car-
reno. pianiste ; Symphony, B flat, No. 2, Op. 21
(G. Chadwick), andante, non troppo, allegro, con brio,
allegro seherzando, allegro molto con brio.
Complete arrangements have been made with rail-
roads centring at Chicago for reduced rates, also hotel
facilities, etc. The secretary, H. S. Perkins, 162 State
street, Chicago, will furnish full information to any one
who will apply to him. Go, if you possibly can, it will
repay you tenfold. The social feature alone is worth
the trip. There will be gathered at Chicago during those
days most of the leading musicians and teachers in the
land. Such a brilliant company of artists was never
heard before on any one occasion. The American Col-
lege of Musicians will hold its annual examination in
Chicago at that time. It will attract also a large number
of teachers who go for the special purpose ®f trying for
one of the degrees of that institution, A full report of
the meeting will be found in The Etude. We may hold
the July issue in order to give our readers the news in
that issue.
NEW PUBLICATIONS.
“A PRACTICAL SYSTEM of
Notation and Point Writing and
THE OAKLAND COLLECTION OF ANTHEMS.
S. R. Mitchell & Co., Chicago, Ills.
Perhaps this new volume might be more appropriately
styled “H. W. Fairbank’s Contribution to Church
Music,” inasmuch as 87 out of the 46 numbers con-
tained in it are his own compositions. The only other
name that occurs more (ban once is that of E. 0. Ex-
cell—a name familiar to all who have kept pace with the
most recent developments in the field of Sunday-school
music. Mr. Fairbank is a composer of about the same
grade as W. F. Sudds, whose two volumes of Anthem
Gems have had such a widespread popularity.
These anthems are very simple and within the reach
of any ordinary village choir. Their simplicity would
be a great merit if they had more musical merit. Some
are very little, if anything, iif advance of the tunes of
the McGrannahan type. If untrained choirs will insist
upon the right to sing “voluntaries,” however, in spite
of their incapacity, by all means let them sing just such
anthems as these- Many choirs make the great blunder
of trying to render the anthems of Parceli, Prout and
others of that class without careful study and intelligent
leadership. “The Oakland Collection” has the kind
of ring that will doubtless make it & popular book. Let
us hope it may do good.
Why the tenor part should have been written above
the alto in duets and below it in quartettes is a puzzling
question. Why not in all cases write the tenor where it
belongs—between the alto and the bass?
Tangible Musical
Printing, For the
Use of the Blind. By Wm. B. Wait, Supt. New
York Institution for the Blind.” Published by the
Bradstreet Press, 279 Broadway, New York.
This system was first published in 1872, and since that
time has been severely tested. In 1882 the second edi-
tion was issued, with many important corrections and
changes.
In his preface the author says : “ The system is de
signed for use in schools, and to enable the blind at their
homes to learn how to write music in tangible form, and
also to utilize the music which has been, or shall here-
after be published, in this system.”
It is an ingenious system and is doubtless quite prac-
ticable. To one who can see the plaaja simple enough
to comprehend at a single reading.
Doubtless a blind person would learn to use the
method, relying upon his touch even more readily than
one who Bhould depend upon a sight. Surely it is a
great boon to the blind to possess a system by which they
may read music for themselves.
“ PRACTICAL HARMONY.” By Dr. F. L. Ritter.
Theo. Pressbr, Philadelphia, Pa.
Dr. Ritter’s recognized position as & musician of fine
erudition and marked talent renders it entirely unneces-
sary fyr us to question for a moment his fitness for the
authorship of a work on Harmony, and his extended
and successful experience as an instructor at Vassar
College almost precludes any question as to the practical
utility of the work. All of the books that have ema-
nated from Dr. Ritter’s pen have been stamped by their
adaptability to instructive use, and this work on har-
mony can be seen to bear upon every page a similar
trade mark.
The scheme comprehended in the simple and logical
evolution of harmony from the primary triads to suspen-
sions and form of simple song is clear, concise and veiy
easily followed and understood by the most obtuse pupil.
The plan of giving the melody with a figured bass,
leaving the pupil to supply the intermediate voices, is an
excellent one. While the supplementary exercises of
Richter present such abstruse complications of module
tion, which render it of little use to a student for self-
irtstruction, this treatise of Dr. Ritter presents the same
scheme in a way so practical and easily understood that
it can be used by teacher or self-student as a complement
to any good text-book on harmony
;
in fact, it is one of
the best pf text-books itself. We commend the book, for
its many practical merits will be obvious upon even a
casual examination. W. G. S.
BOOK OF INTERLUDES. By H. R. Palmer. Pub-
lished by H. R. Palmer, New York.
This book contains much valuable material for organ-
ists. The interludes are short and far removed from the
commonplace. Every one shows some originality. We
had the pleasure of hearing Dr. Palmer play a number
of them from manuscript, and were struck with their
beauty and originality. The material is systematically
arranged into major and minor keys, and the different
time signatures. There are also added formulas for
modulation and examples illustrating the same. There
are in all 816 different numbers in the book. If an
organist, who is capable of playing off-hand an appro-
priate interlude, will play this book through, he will
vastly widen his resources and greatly improve his style,
while those who lack the inventive faculty will find the
book a veritable boon.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
The Martha’s Vineyard Summer Institute begins its
eleventh annua! session, July 16th. There is no finer
summer music school in the country than that con-
nected with this Institute.
Mr. Chas. E. Tinnev, recently from St. Paul’s Cathe-
dral, and the Guildhall School of Music, London, Eng.,
and now of the New England Conservatory of Music, of
Boston, Mass., will have charge of the Department of
Vocal Music in the Martha’s vineyard Summer Insti-
tute. He is a thorough, earnest and skillful teacher, and
a fine singer. His public appearances in Boston have
gained him an excellent reputation.
The Department of Piano and Harmony in the Mar-
tha’s Vineyard Summer Institute will be in charge of
Mr. Geo. H. Howard the coming summer, as for several
years past. He is a teacher oi established reputation,
and has had excellent success as a teacher in both
branches. He is well known to readers of The Etude
as the author of the “ Course in Harmony,” a large por-
tion of which has been published in our columns.
A finer opportunity for study in the summer than that
afforded by tbV^Martha’s Vineyard Summer Institute can
scarcely be found. See Advertisement.
At Dixon, 111., will be held a Normal Musical Insti-
tute, beginning July 30th. The Faculty will consist of
S. W. Straub, principal
;
W. F. WerschkuL -T. Martin
Towne, Arthur *M. Straub and S. W. Straub. This is
the fifteenth annual session of this summer school. Good
work has been done by this school, and the promise is
for even better in the future. See advertisement else-
where in this issue.
Da. Eugene-Thayer will be in Burlington in July with
Mr. Sherwood. Music students will find this a lovely
place to spend their vacation. Dr. Thayer will teach his
specialties of Harmony, Composition and Organ.
A young lady of five years of successful experience in
teaching instrumental and vocal music, at present a
pupil of Moszkowski, in Berlin, desires to make an
engagement for September. Information and references
given at this office.
A. D. turner.
W
e
are grieved to convey the sorrowful intelligence of
the death of A. D. Turner, which occurred at his home
in Auburn, Me., May 6th. Fora number of years Mr.
Turner has been troubled with an abscess in his aide,
which necessitated a dangerous operation. We received
several letters from him during his illness which were
uniformly cheerful and hopeful. His deatn Iras unex-
pected to his friends and to the musical profesAom Mr.
Turner is well knowp to the readers of The Etude
through his articles and compositions. While he was
useful in his day and generation he was full of great
promise. He was at all times full of enthusiasm for all
things relating to teaching and ' laying of the piano. As
a teacher in tne New England Conservatory of Music he
was among tbofljost sought for, and produced some of
the best pianists that ever left that institution.
His compositions are quite numerous and mostly for the
piano and in the form of dtudes. His octave studies are
more generally used than any other, except, perhaps,
those of Kullaic. He also composed for violin and piano,
and cello and piano, and a piano quintet. The musical
profession loses one of its staunch members in the death
of Mr. Turner. He leaveg_$large circle of friends to
mourn bis loss.
t
The examinations of American College of Musicians
will be held in Chicago, Monday and Tuesday, July 2d
and 3d, full particulars ofwhich can be obtained from the
secretary, Robert Bonner, 60 Williams St,, Providence,
R. 1. All applications are to be made out on blanks (to
be bad of the secretary) and filed with the secretary at
least two weeks prior to the examination, •
. 1. If you will tell me what ordinary pieces the pupil
likes best, I can probably hit upon something which she
would like in spite of its being classical, I will ilame the
following at a venture. Of Mozart, the Sonata in G, No.
14, Peters’ edition, and that in F, No. 6, Peters' edition.
I refer particularly to the first movements. The second
movements also are good : the third movements of both ,
sonatas are weaker, and really not worth playing! Of
Mendelssohn, the People’s Songs, in the “ Songs without
Words,” No. 4 and No. 9; the Hunting Song, No. 3
;
the Duett, No. 18, and the Spring Song, No. 30. These
are all pretty, and the pupil who does not like any one
of them or all of them, upon hearing them played a few
. Of Beethoven* the
the air and variations
d the slow movement
the Lonre in G, ar-
idition, Bach' Album,
technics ’are ever put-
s’ system contains all
ach. There are many
technics before the public, but they are mostly composed
of changes on the five-finger idea, a few scales, and.
broken chords, developed with very little intelligence.
I honestly think Mason’s is, in every respect, preferable
to any other. There are good exercises in all books that
I have ever seen, but the trouble is they do not do the
interior things which belong to technic quite as cer-
tainly as moving the fingers. Perhaps “ Howe’s Prepar-
atory System,” published by Mr. Presser, is what you
want.
3. I do not think that any book can be named for the
purpose. There are many sets of vocal exercises, which
will benefit the voice practicing them" assiduously and
judiciously, but I don’t feel confidence in recommending
a book. It all depends upon how you do the practice.
The same set of exercises might be ruinous if practiced
in one way, or beneficial in the highest degree if prac-
ticed in another.
4. One of the best teachers of music in the public
schools that I have ever known anything about is Mr.
William L. Tomlins, Central
,
Music Hall, Chicago.
Another is Mr. J. A. Butterfield, care of E. G. Newell
& Co., Chicago. Mr. Holt, of Boston, has a high repu-
tation. So also has Mr. W. F. Heath, of Fort Wayne,
Indiana, and Mr. N. Coe Stewart, of Cleveland.
1. Please give in the next number of The Etude
some directions for the use of the soft pedal
;
the words
una corda being written without pedal marks in some
pieces, while in others, as in “Mills’ Recollections of
Home,” the words una corda and the pedal marks are
written. Are the loud and soft pedals both to be used
at the same time, or do the pedal marks refer to the soft
pedal ?
2. Frequently the words una corda are written without
the subsequent tutta corda; in such an instance, when
should the use of the soft pedal be discontinued ?
8. Is the use of the soft pedal governed by changes in
the harmony, as is the loud pedal? and when the “una
corda” are written without peddl marks, must the use of
the pedal be discontinued at every change of harmony ?
1. Upon the upright pianos nowadays the soft pedal
brings the hammers - nearer the strings, whereby they
strike with less force. No change takes place in the
quality of the tone. This form of pedal is to be used
whenever you want the music softer than you can make
it without the soft pedal. Upon most grand pianos the
soft pedal changes the action toward one side, so that each
hammer, instead of hitting three wires, as in the ordinary
unisons, strikes only two, and those npon a different part
of the covering of the hammer. Hence, besides being of
less volume, by so much as two wires make less vibra-
tion than three, the tone is softer, or more delicate in
quality. You are to use this at anytime whatever, when
you think the effect will be better. Press the soft pedal
with...the left foot and keep it down until ,the need of the
effect is passed. Meanwhile yon go on with the other
pedal exactly the same as if you were not using the soft
pedal At all.
2. Discontinue the soft pedal, whether marked or not,
when the sense requires the soft effect to be discontinued.
8. The use of the soft pedal is not governed in the least
by the changes of harmony. All pedal td&bke are approx-
j
imate and suggestive, merely. The vibratory powers of
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Questions and ^nsweijs.
Pleasfe^rrite me if, in the piano solo, “ L’Africaine,”
(Meyerbeer)^ Ijy Franz Bendel, on page 12, where the
melody is embellished with a filagree work, in groups
of six notes, the mielody notes that are tied in the
groups of three notes arqto be played, or not struck
again!—E.
.
They are struck. The carved line is a part of the
triplet, and is no tie. In correct engtaying of music
the 3 denoting a triplet is, distinguished froinQhe 8 de-
noting the finger mark by the former being printed
obliquely—thus S, while the finger mark is perpendicular^
—thus 3. In the Riemann system of indicating these
marks doubts of the kind you mention are impossible.
The curved line is also used for two other purposes,
namely, for legato mark and a phrase. These diverse
uses of the same sign causes constant doubt and annoy-
ance.
I would like your advice, through The Etude, con-
cerning two pupils (young ladies) who have studied with
other teachers before coming to me. The first executes
well, but is very slow at reading at sight. Cannot read
a simple piece without stumbling—in fact, has to memo-
rize everything before playing. I do not object to her
learning her pieces from memory, but would like to help
her to read faster. Number 2, when running arpeggios,
closes her hand when striking the last note.—E. A.
You are very fortunate if, as your words imply, you
never have bad habits to contend with in pupils unless
they come to you from other teachers. To improve the
reading at sight, have the pupil practice in four-hand
pieces, or, better still, if practicable, in eight-hand
pieces, reading at sight. At first the selections should
be easy
;
later they should be more difficult. A couple
of hours spent in this way every week for some time, will
improve the sense of obligation in respect to keeping the
time. The stumbling you complain of is due to imper-
fect comprehension of what is wanted to be played, and
in part to the imperfect sense of rhythm. In cases where
it is impossible to put two pupils together for this kind
of practice, play easy four-hand pieces with her yourself,
a certain length of time each week. In short, the
“ indication,” as the doctors say, is to put her, for a part
of her practice, under conditions where keeping time
takes precedence of everything else. This is never the
case in solo playing, unless it be done by a metronome
;
in case none of the previous courses are practicable, try
this. Metronome practice half an hour a day for two
months, at first on easy pieces, reading them at sight, and
afterwards progressively more difficult,
2. The shutting the hand after arpeggio runs is by no
means the worst thing a pupil can do. If the hand is
raised pretty high from the keyboard, by a rebound from
the wrist, after the last note is played, or rather when
the last note is being played, no especial harm is
involved in closing the hand. If you think there is, why
persist in telling her not to do it. When yon have told
her about ten million times she will gradually cease to
shut it so much, and in time it will yield to kindness and
firmness, combined with persistence. Some readers may
suppose that there is an exaggeration involved in the
expression ten millions. There is not
;
this is by actual
count, I am assured by one of the best teachers, the
number of times telling that is indispensable to making
an impression upon the average hard case of a pupil.
I am a teacher of music, and- 1 have a scholar who
plays music in the fourth and fifth grades, but she objects
to classical music because it is “ d/y ” and has no “tune.”
Would you please name a few flight pieces by Mozart,
'Mendelssohn, Beethoven, Bach and Clhopin, or pieces
bv any other good composers, which you think would be
likely to interest her in a better class of music ?
2. What system oftechnique would yon advise for schol-
ars in the fourth or fifth grades ? Name also a good work
on finger gymnastics for scholars from first grade to
fourth.
8. What work would you recommend for strengthen-
ing and cultivating the voice, to one who understands
something of voice training, and wishes to proceed with-
out the aid of ateacher?
4. Can ~ydu~-give me names of one or two prominent
teachers of vocal music in public schools?
-
.
M.A.K.
the piano are go much better now than they were for-
merly, that the damper pedal has to be used much more
discriminatingly than, any edition is able to mark it. This
is also true of the- soft pedal, which is often to be used
where no mark appears* The so-called marks of expres-
sion are only suggestions
;
you are expected to add many
more. Listen to a good reader, and consider how great
is the variety of’ accents and emphases he uses to bring
out the meaning of the author. In music these degrees
of shading are far more delicate, and extend over a
wider range of expression. Feel the music, and play
accordingly. The author’s marks are merely suggestive,
and intended to help you to the right conception more
quickly than you would otherwise get there.
Ques.—Will you please inform me, through the “Ques-
tions and Answers,” whether the Tempo in Raff’s Lour-
ley should be the same throughout the piece?
2. What is the correct pronunciation of pianist ?
Ans.—Yes.
2. The i has the sound of i in pin, and a the same as
in all, thus: pe-a-nist, with accent on second syllable.
Ques.—Please tell me why in the 30th measure of
“ Gome back to Erin” (Yocal), by Claribel, a measure
:
of | instead of | time is given. I have examined three
or four copies ot different editions, but all are alike, an
answer in the Etude will greatly oblige A Teacher.
: Ans.—The edition on our shelf has the 30 measure in
f time. In one of our bound volumes we have this
• measure written in § time. It is doubtless done to give
‘ emphasis' to words. The same ending as at measure 12
could.be used-, but the effect of joyfulness is heightened
by the accent given in f time, or, at least, it is better
indicated. %
Ques.—Would you please tell me through the Etude
what the metronome marks would be for Weber’s 1’ In-
vitation it la Yalse? I especially wish to know if the
Allegro Vivace should be played through in the same
tempo, or w-hether part of it should be in regular waltz
tempo, and the passages of runs and scales faster ? By
answering this you will greatly oblige a young sub-
scriber.
"" L. P.
Ans.—You had better procure a copy of the Cotta
edition, which is revised by Liszt. The change of tem-
pos are all indicated in that edition.
Ques.—In your graded list of piano music in the issue
for April r|inder the head of finishing studies classical,
you menticSls Haydn—No. 4, D dur, Sonata, etc. I have
148 Peters’ Ed. comprising some or all of that com-
poser’s sonatas (I don’t know which). No. 4 in my vol-
ume is in G moll. There are two in D dur, etc. Please
inform me what ones in my list correspond to the ones
you mention?
Ans.—-The numbers in the list of The Etude referred
to the Cotta .Edition. No. 4, corresponds to No. 7 of
Peters’ Edition.
Ques.—What is meant by the Cecilia method of teach-
ing the piano.
2. Is there any reason given in harmony, why the
dominant is called dominant, and the fifth perfect.
Ans.—We only know of the Cecilia edition of text-
books, and from the advertisement would naturally infer
that it is a -method of teaching The series is largely
used among teachers in the smaller towns.
2. The chord of the fifth of the scale is called the dom-
inant, because it is the governing chord of the key ; i. e.,
it implies the tonic into which it naturally resolves.
' The term “perfect” is used by some writers to char-
acterize it a prime fourth,, fifth and octave in the scale,
because when inverted they do not change their charac-
ter as do the rest. This is to distinguish them from
major, which always change into minor when inverted.
Ques.—Will you kindly answer the following in The
Etude? How should notes be played when written thus
:
m jt and thus: jP and thus: i
_
N. A. P.
Ans.—The notes written thus : i a and thus
:
j» are
neither legato nor staccato. They are to be played as
near together as possible without being legato, and with
a certain weight of touch. They are generally played
with the forearm. v
Ques.—In Op. 10 No. 2, Moszkowski, why those rests
in the eighth measure? It seems to me the voices are
all represented without them.—A^ D. W.
Ans.—
T
here can be no reason for those rests except
that the last note in the measure (B) is conceived as a
new voice Doming in. At least one edition of this
piece omits the rests.
,
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[AH matter intended for this Department should be addirewed to
Mrs. Helen 1>. Trelbar, Box 2820, New York City.]
HOME.
Miss Maud Powell will appear at the concerts of the
M. T. N. A. on July 4th.
T. Yon Westenhagan, of Philadelphia, will attend
the Bayreuth music festival this summer.
Ienson, the Patti ticket swindler, of Mexican fame,
conmHtted suicide in Ludlow St. Jail, New York.
Mb. JaELHahn, director of the Detroit Conservatory
of Music, is giving a series of “Americas Composers’
Concerts.”
The Petersburg, Vbvfifth annual music festival was
held during the second wetk^of May. Mr. Carl Zerrahn
was the conductor
Mme. Fanny Bloomfield, willhgp abroad soon and
play in the principal European citiesLSIlx. L. W. Ruben
is her manager. \
Agnes Huntington, the contralto, will retirAfirom the
“ Bostonians ” at the season’s close. She will spend, the
gummer abroad,
“The Light of Asia,” Dudley Back, was' given by
the Newark Harmonic Society, E. M. Bowman, con-
ductor, on May 31st.
-Louis Moreau Gottschalk’s birthday anniversary
was celebrated at Boston on May 8th by a concert given
by Mr. Frank Gilder.
A Symphony, by Mr. H W. Nicholl, the American
composer, is soon to be performed at the Leipsic Gewand-
haus, under Dr. Reinecke’s direction.
Mr. Cauxa Lavallee, of Boston, gave two concerts
at Montreal. - Canada, on May 18th and 19th. Miss
Maude Nicholls and Waif Tries, cellist, assisted.
A Scandinavian Music Festival will be gives at Min-
neapolis on June 6th. A number of local, artists, Danz’s
orchestra and Miss Christine Neilson, qf .Chicago, will
participate. ^
The Russian National Opera Company, soon to visit
Berlin, expects also to come to the United States in time,
its members have been chosen from the court theatres
of St. Petersburg and Moscow.
Miss Nellie Strong, pianist, assisted by a number of
her pupils, Miss Maud Powell and Mrs. M. Hardy, gave
a concert in St. Louis, on May 1st. Miss Strong played
Andante Spinato and Polonaise, Chopin.
The Brooklyn Choral Society, Mr. Dudley Buck con-
ductor, gave Schumann’s “Gypsy Life,” “Song of the
Vikings,” Eaton Failing; “Hymns to Music,” Dudley
Buck, and other selections, at its third concert. Mrs.
Carrie Hun -King and Adolf Hartdegen were among the
soloists.
Mr. Wm. H. Sherwood, on a tour through the South,
gave a piano recital at Hollins’ Institute in Virginia. .This
is one of the oldest female colleges in the United States,
just closing its forty-fifth session. One of the most
enjoyable numbers on the programme was an American
composition, Loreley, by Perry.
Mrs. Mathilde Ostrander, principal of the vocal
department of the Denver (Col.) University of Music,
gave three successful classical recitals, assisted by 0. W.
G. i~ fefferkorn, principal of the instrumental department.
Mrs. Ostrander was the leading contralto of Minnie
Hauk’s Opera Company ifa 1886, and was then Miss
Muellenbaeh.
*"
The American Conservatory of Music^ Chicago, gave
its third concert on May 15th. The Beethoven String
Quartette, assisted by Mr. August Spannth, pianist, ana
Frank W. Ambler, tendr, were the performers. A con-
certo in E fiat, by Spanuth, figured on the programme.
Also works by F. Grant Gleason and W. Ed. Kennen-
dahl, of Baltimore. f
Joseph Chapek, the Bohemian violinist, is active in
the promotion of musical affairs at Little Rock, Arkan-
sas. A series of chamber music recitals has been gives
under his direction during the past winter, and a com
plimentary concert was tendered him on April 80th, at
which he played, among other selections, Alane’s Second
Symphonie Concert&nte with Mr. Kovarik,
Mr. Wm. H. Sherwood, gave three recitals at Pitts-
burgh, Pa. Among the American composers represented
was Mr. H. W. Nicholl, of New York, in a piano con-
certo in D minor, and several smaller piano works,
besides a number of vocal compositions. Arthur Foote,
Wilson G. Smith, Carl Better, Ad. M. Foerster, Gold-
beck and Wm. H. Sherwood were also qfn the pro-
grammes.
Miss Lucik E. Mawson, a former pupil of Albert Par
sons, and more recently of Oscar Raiff, Berlin, with
whom she studied four years, gave a concert in New
York with pleasing success. Her programme contained
works by Beethoven and Bach, a charming Capriccio in
B minor, Brahms; “Romance,” Schumann; “Bar-
carolle,” Rubinstein, and other selections by Chopin
and Liszt.
Constantin Stessserg’s Wagner Festival in Atlanta,
Georgia, was held on May 24th and 25th. Mrs. Stern-
berg, contralto, took a prominent part. Mrs; Snmner
Salter and Mrs. Ansa Senior Werner gang the soprano
parts.
The last concert of the season by the Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra, Mr. Wm. Gericke, conductor, offered
a Beethoven programme. “Leonora,” overture No. 8
was followed by s number of vocal selections from
“ Rdelio.” Messrs. Kalisch and Emil Fischer, and
Mme. Kalisch-Schumann, and the Ninth SympSiony
closed the concert.
At the Buffalo Jane Music Festival The© Thomas’
orehestm, a chorus of 600 voices and the following solo-
ists will take part; Mme. Lilt Lehmann, Kalisch and
Messrs. Kalisch, Max Alvary, Emil Tischer and Frank
R. Bartlett. The chief works to be given are : Berlioz’s
“Damnation of Faust,” selections from “Tristan,”
“Lohengrin,” “Die Walkure,” “Die Meistersinger,”
and the Tannhanser Overture.
The Cincinnati May Festival, The©. Thomas conduc-
tor, opened on May 22d with Hymn, op. 86, Weber.
Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony ; Eine Faust Overture,
VVagner, and Paine’s Cantata, “ Song of Promise,” On
tnbsjmcond day, Mendelssohn’s “ St. Paul” was sung.
At tlmrtEburth concert, “Spectre’s Bride,” Dvorak, and
Goldmark3* Symphony “ Laudliche Hochzeit” formed
the programme. The last concert was a Wagner night.
A “ New American Opera Company ” has been organ
ized by Gustav Hinrietis,' who will be its conductor.
Among the members are Mjsses Walker and Poole, and
Messrs. Bassett, Vefcta and Stoddard, formerly of the
National Opera Company (nowJdi^banded), and Louisa
Natali, Lizzie Maenicnol and Alita Varena, Wm. Castle,
Wm. Lee and E. N. Knight. MosfUpf the chorus,
orchestra and ballet personnel have been retained. The
repertory will be of a lighter character, and forithe com-
ing winter will include Bizet’s 41 Pearl Fishers,’ er’s
‘Trumpeter of Saekingen ” and Weber’s “ Sylvan!
A summer season was opened in Philadelphia on Maj"
28th with “ Martha.”
forbign.
Grunfelb, the Viennese pianist, is winning renown in
Paris.
Buenos Ayres is to have a National Conservatory of
Music.
Mme. Albani. contemplates a visit to America next
winter.
The tenor Winkelmann has been singing “ Othello ”
in Vienna.
Anton Schott’s death is announced. He died of
pneumonia.
Giro Pinsuti, the composer who died recently, left
quite a fortune.
Adolf Jensen, the popular song-writer, b&a left an
opera, “Turandot.”
Mme. Nordica (Lillian Norton) is singing with much
success in London, Eng.
Rossini’s “Stabat Mater” will be given in Paris, it
is said, with costumes and scenery.
The pianist Siloti has been appointed a professor of
the Moscow Conservatory of Music.
Eduard Grieg- appeared at a recent London philhar-
monic concert, playing his own concerto.
The Swedish singer M’lle Sigrid Arnoldaon is winning
triumphs at the theatre Argentina, Rosae.
Mme. Patti and Stagno enjoyed a great success at
Buenos Ayres for their singing in “ II Barbiere.”
Sophia Msntek., the distinguished pianist, is asBoaneed
for two London recitals on May 28th and Jsine 14th.
The millionaire, composer sad Baron Franchetti has
just been decorated with the order of the Italian Crown.
FEfeniNAW® Humbert, the popular song composer, ie
now seventy years of age, hale and hearty in mind and
|
body.
Carl Rosa is organising a second operatic troupe,
designed for the performance of light opera of the opera
comique class.
„
A new opera, by Tschukowsky, will be produced at
St. Petersburg next winter. It is entitled “ The Cap-
tain’s Daughter.”
It is rumored that the veteran tenor Tamberlik will
visit London this summer. He is sixty-eight years old
and has recently sang in Paris.
Another prodigy, four nd a half years old, is Leopold
Spielmann, of Vienna^ who plays Bach's fugues and
Beethoven's “ Waldstem” sonata.
Young Otto Hegser, the pianistic prodigy' who is
delighting and astonishing London at present, will appear
in New York daring the season of 1889-1880.
The Bayreuth performances this summer begin on July
22d and dose on August 19th. “ Parsifal " will be per-
formed nine times, and “ Die Meistersinger ” eight times.
The singers of the Sextine Chapel, Rome, gave three
concerts in Paris- during May, at which they performed
worScs by Palestrina, Marcello, Allegri and other old
writers.
M’lle Jeanne Donstb has been delighting musical
Dublin with the playing of Bach’s Chromatic Fantasia
and Fugue, with Etudes, by Chopin, “ Romanza,” Rubin-
stein, and “Caprice Espagnol, Moszkowski.
A concert was recently given at Antwerp, the' pro-
gramme of which was mad© up entirely of compositions
by M’lle C6cile Chanimada who, it is said, possesses
.genuine talent This lady is a sister of Mme. Moritz
- Moszkowski.
-
HISTORICAL PIAIOFORTR RECITALS.
HELEN A. CLARK.
The Historical Pianoforte Recitals of Chaa. H. Jarvis
and Dr. Hugo Clark closed on Wednesday, April 25th,
with a brilliant programme, and we are sore that no one
who attended the series could help feeling that they
understood better than ever before the various stage* in
the development of the art of pianoforte music.
In the historical portion of the programmes, which was
devoted to the Italian and German schools, with an
occasional contribution from England, was shown the
gradual evolving of that most perfect form, the sonata,
which in the hands of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven,
reached its highest point.
In these concerts we have not only been treated to
much of the best music by the greatest composers, but
we have heard for the first time a great deal of beautiful
music by composers who do not deserve the oblivion
into which they have fallen. On the whole, the concerts,
besides being instructive, were thoroughly enjoyable from
aesthetic point of view, and it is to be regretted that
mobegpeople do not avail themselves of such an oppor-
tunity tor musical culture.
True, Wfe-Jaad two series of symphony concerts this
winter whicnwpre well attended, and musical parties
have .been the fesWonable fad; but does this mean
much? Our attentioiHs confined principally to such mo-
mentous questions as whether Miss W. plays better than
Miss J., or Mr. B. better tnht^Mr. G., and in the settle
ment of these interesting problems we entirely forget the
music. Wejghali never nave anyHrae musical culture
until music isr regarded from a more ehnpent standpoint,
until men realize that music is as important a factor in
the history of thought as poetry, art, or seienfee, In the
music of a nation we find as clearly mirrored its intellec-
tual growth as in its literature. Until, thftnyrausic ei
into oar lives as a means to develop our intellects, not
merely as a means to pass away a few idle hours; until no
man who calls himself cultivated shall dare to my he
knows nothing of Beethoven, any more than he would
now dare to say he knows nothing of Shakespeare or
Michael Angelo, we cannot hope to have true musical cul-
ture. We should like ail students of music to be anima-
ted by the same spirit as Confucius :
—
“ O secret Music ! Sacred tongue of God i
I hear thee calling to me and I come
!
Of old I did but know thy outer form.
And dreamed not of the spirit hid within
—
The Goddess In the Lotus. Yes, I come.
And will not, rest,—nor will I calm my doubt
Till I have seen thee plainly with mine eyes.
And palpably have loachesl tbm with say hand
;
Then, sisal! I know thee, raised to Ulfe for me.
For what thou truly art,”
Though not musical, the following wholesome advice
seems to be directed to the musical profession
Don’t worry.
Don’t hurry. “Too swift arrives as tardy as too
slow.”
“Simplify! simplify! simplify!”
Don’t over-eat. Don’t starve. “Let your moderation
be known to all man.’
Court the fresh air day and night. “ Oh, if you knew
what was in the air! ”
Sleep and rest abundantly. Sleep is Nature’s bent-
diction.
Spend less nervous energy each day than you make.
‘Be cheerful. “A light ieart lives long.”
Think only healthful thoughts. “ As a man thinketh
in his heart, so fa he.”
“Seek peace and pursue it-”
“Work like a man, but don’t be worked to death.”
Avoid passion and excitement. A moment’s anger
may be fatal.
Associate with healthy people. Health is contagious
ar well as disease.
Don’t carry the whole world on your shoulders, far less
the universe. Trust the Eternal.
Never despair. “ Lost hope is a fatal diseam.”
“Ifye know these things, happy are ye ifye do them.”
THE STUDY OF THE PIANO.
STUDENTS’ MANUAL.
PRACTICAL COUNSELS.
By H. PARENT.
(Translated from the French by M. A. Biersfcadt.)
fingered either by
or by
:
4 5 4 5
ill!
3 4 5
1 1 1
following the natural extensions of the hand.
In the left hand the same fingering is inverted.
The scales in detached sixths are fingered with
f if the upper note is a white key ; with ® or f if
the upper note is a black key.
The chromatic scales. in sixths require the use
of the thumb and the fifth finger several times
in succession. The thumb is placed on all the
lower white keys in the right hand, and on all
the upper white keys in the left hand.
Example :
—
78. How should held notes be practised
,
with
special regard to the independence of the
fingers f
The fewer held notes there are, the less diffi-
cult is the exercise
;
commence, then, by hold-
ing one note, then successively two, three and
four. These exercises should first bef applied to
the forms known as five-finger exercises. They
should be practised in all keys, in contrary and
right movements. They may be applied to the
perfect chords, to chords of the seventh and the
seventh.* fr 0
These formulae enter into the series of exer-
cises in extension, already studied under another
head.
,
77. What are the difficult arpeggios that should
be studied in exercises f
The ar os in perfect chords (composed of
three notes) should be practised ; those in chords
of the dominant seventh (composed of four
notes), and those in chords of the diminished
the equality of the fingers and the passage of
the thumb. For this last an exercise may be
made composed of three notes th8 'note on
which the thumb rests, the one preceding it, and
" e one following.
The exercise should be practised ascending
and descending with each hand. *
Like the scales, it will be found useful to
actise them at first with the left-hand alone,
nning the arpeggio through two octaves, ac-
nting every two notes, through three octaves
1a
* See in No. 79 how to find these deficient chords on
1
accenting every three notes, and through four The conformation of the hands with the
octaves accenting every four notes. This last thumbs inside makes the two corresponding
combination is the best, because the accent falls positions (1st and 3d, 3d and 1st, 2d and 2d)
sometimes on one finger and sometimes on equivalent to one another in the intervals, and
another.
.
' consequently in the fingering.*
It should be well understood that the arpeg- r ; .
gios are to be practised as gymnastics for the ® How are the perfect chords given with the
fingers only when the notes and fingering are doub e bass to be fingered
.
thoroughly learned. I he thumb and fifth finger must be placeds *
' at the two extremities of the chord (with both
79. If a pupil has no knowledge of harmony hands).
how will he find the different arpeggios in The free finger is found in the right hand'—in
the perfect chords f the upper part of the chord in the first position,
If a pupil has no knowledge of harmony he ^.the middle ot the chord in the second and
will find the perfect chords and their inversions > tions. In the left hand the free finger
by the degrees of the scale. 13 111 the lower part of the chord in the third
To form a perfect major chord on the tonic Potion ; in the middle of the chord in the see™
of any major scale, and a perfect minor chord onT,f . Posltions.
on the tonic of any minor scale, it is enough to 1 his rule is not absolute in the chords of d
ta jce
and b (1st position in the left hand) and in
those of c minor and e flat minor (3d position in
(;
ie first degi-ee (tome), the right hand), when either the third or fourth
the fifth
1
dtgfe^dom'i nan?)’, . finSer
,
maY be nsed > according to the conforma-
tion of the hand.
with the changes that are in the clef in the key
that is given. 82. How should the arpeggios in chords of
To obtain the first inversion of the perfect the dominant seventh be practised f
chord commence the arpeggio with the medi- Like the arpeggios in perfect chords, in all
ant, the second note of the chord not inverted. keys and all positions, slowly and heavily, but
To obtain the second inversion, commence the~^cen^nS particularly every three notes, so that
arpeggio with the dominant, the third and last ^ie accent may not always occur on the same
note of the perfect chord not inverted. finger (above all, if this be the thumb). This
Examples in I) major
•
accent will give an arpeggio of three octaves.
Those arpeggios that begin in a weak finger
Perfect chord not inverted: d, f|, a, d, etc. should be accented every four notes.
First inversion : f| a, a, f|, etc. The student will obtain^ the different chords
Second inversion : a, d, f|, a, etc. of the dominant seventh and their inversion
from the degrees of the scale.
80. How are the arpeggios in the perfect The chord of the dominant seventh comes on
chords to be jmgered, and how can the the fifth degree of the scale (dominant) and is
fingering of the seventy-two arpeggios composed the third (leading note), the fifth
comprised in all the major and minor (super-tonic) and the seventh (sub-dominant),
keys be retained t with the clef changes in the key given. In
The arpeggios in the perfect chords may be other words, tour notes at intervals of a third,
fingered according to the rules for the extension with the dominant for the base.
of the fingers and the passing under of the bhe chord of the dominant seventh is the
thumb (see Nos. 38 and 39). These fingerings same in the two forms,
ought to be retained by reasoning, as those for Example:
—
the scales are done. In c major :
In the arpeggios composed of three notes,
b d f.
one finger always rests unemployed* (the 3d or f’
4th). To define, then, the fingering of an ar- n minor,
peggio, it is necessary to indicate— f-
1 st. The position of the thumb. The inversions of this chord are obtained in
The positi " re
. way as those of the perfect chord,(See appendices, the table-guide to the mem-
coniraencing the arpeggios successively wit^Jhe
ory, which will md m practising when the
cgecond the third and the fourth note of the"
notes and fingering are not pertectly under- 4, Yr , j
stood.) Example :
Before commencing the arpeggios the student r
would do well to learn the perfect chords^hat g ' lil
are given, and then practise them as arpeggios h d, f, g.
through one octave. This preliminary study d, f, g, b.
will greatly simplify the arpeggios properly so /, g, 6, d.
called. It would also be useful to practise ...
these arpeggios in contrary movement, and to $3. How are the arpeggios in choras oj the
make the three positions succeed one another, dominant seventh fingered f
inverted in the two hands. In the arpeggios composed of four notes, all
Examples ; the fingers are employed, consequently there is
oifly occasion to point out the position of the
1 |
l-p - ^ A f 1 n thumb. The rule is the same as for the arpeg-
gios in the perfect chords.
*'
„ 4 » i » * t £_» 8 g 1 (For the application, see table for arpeggios
(jg; r - |jr. in chords of the dominant seventh, No. 3, in
1 5:
® M * H the appendices.)
' * One, and not two, because the fifth finger has no *The thirds, moreover, correspond in an inverted
place proper to it, and only takes the place of the thumb sense, the major third in one hand being the minor third
to begin or to end, as in the scaleB. in the other, and vice versa.
OOIOEET PROGRAMMES.
J. A. Carson
,
Greenfield
,
Illinois.
Yalse in E fiat, Durand; “ Home, Sweet Home,”
Idylle, Nocturne, Goldbeek
;
Tarentelle, Heller : Sad-
ness of Soul, Mendelssohn
;
The Sylphes, Bachman
;
Norwegian Dance, Caprice, Grieg
;
Mountain Flower,
Loeschhorn
;
Yalse in G flat, Chopin
;
Charge of the
Hussars, Spindler
;
Greeting to Spring, Kroeger,
Mellmuth College, London, Ont
.,
Thomas Martin Mu-
sical Director.
Grand Concerto in E flat Major, Beethoven; “Lost
Hopes,” Thomas Martin; “I Love Thee,” Grieg;
Etude (F Major), Mendelssohn
;
Berceuse, Delbruck
;
Yalse (C sharp Minor), Polonaise (C sharp Minor),
Ballade (A flat Major), Chopin
;
Duet for two Pianos,
“Impromptu,” on a theme from Schumann’s “Manfred,”
Carl Reinecke; “The Magic Song,” “Marguerite,”
Meyer-Hellmund
;
Prelude and Fugue (D Major), Bach
;
Berceuse, Humoreske, Grieg; Novelletfce (D Major),
Schumann
;
Isolde’s Liebestod, Wagner-Liszt
;
Rhapso-
dic Hongrois, No. xiii, Liszt.
Philadelphia Academy of Music, Compositions for two
Pianos
,
Maurits Leefson and Richard Zeckwer.
Sonata, D major, Mozart
;
Homage a Haendel, Op. 92,
Moscheles
;
Improvisata on Gluck’s Gavotte, Op. 125,
Reinecke
;
Duo, Op. 15, Rheinberger
;
Tarantelle, Op.
6, Bruell ; Luetzow’s Wilde Jagd, Op. 108, Hiller.
Miss Nellie Strong, St. Louis, Mo.
Quartet, Chromatic Galop, Liszt
;
Mazurka, Bb major,
Godard; Nocturne, A major, Leschetitzky
;
Waltz, Op.
3, No. 2, Nicode ; Contralto Solo,- “ Figlio Mio ”
(Prophet), Meyerbeer
;
Tarantelle, Op. 27, No. 2,
Moszkowski
;
Violin Solo,“ Fantasie de Faust,” Sarasate;
Rondo Capriccioso, Mendelssohn; Contralto Solo, “ 0
Happy Day,” Goetze
;
Capriccietto, D minor, Ph. Sehar-
wenka
;
Romance, Op. 15, No. 2, Arthur Foote; Magic
Fire Music (Walklire), Wagner- Brassin
;
Violin Solo,
Nocturne, Eb major, Chopin
;
Mazurka, Wieniawski
;
Andante Spianato and Grand Polonaise, Op. 22, Chopin.
Miss Elizabeth Westgate, San Francisco, Cal.
Overture, Caliph of Bagdad (2 piaites. 8 hands) Boiel-
dieu
;
Violin Solo, Fantasie, Be Beriot
;
Nocturne in
Db, Leybach
;
Scotch Melody, Benedict; Tarantelle,
Moelling : Bluette, Behr
;
Song, “ The Grave on the
Heath,” Heiser
;
Spinning Song, Mendelssohn
;
Alle-
gretto from Trio in F, Haydn
;
Sonata, No. 3 (2 pianos,
4 hands), Mozart
;
With Second Piano Part, Grieg
Violin Solo, Mazurka, Wieniawski; Bagatelle, Beethoven;
The Two Skylarks, Kolling; Song Without Words, Zatruc;
Tarantelle, Sidney Smith; Song, Lohengrin’s Herkunft,
Wagner; Romance, Bernhoff
;
The Fountain, Lysberg;
Priests’ March from Athalia (2 pianos, 8 hands and
violin), Mendelssohn. j
The Buchtel College Musical Recital Course, Miss Fannie
Bloomfield Pianiste; John Beck Violinist; Wilson
G. Smith Accompanist.
Andante, Intermezzo, from suite, for Violin and Piano,
Ries
;
Toccata and Fugue, Bach-Tausig
;
Pastorale,
Scarlatti-Tausig
;
Impromptu, with variations, Schubert
;
Pasquinade, Gottsehalk
;
Fantasie Caprice, for Violin
and Piano, Vieuxtemps
;
Andante Spianato and Polo-
naise, Op. 22, Chopin ; Romanza for Violin and Piano,
Ad. M. Foerster ; Valse, Alard
;
Scherzo, Mendelssohn
;
Nocturne (Love-Dream), Liszt
;
Rhapsodie Hongroise
No. 12, Liszt.
Miss Amy Fay's Piano Conversation, Rochester, N. Y.
Sonata. Oc- 2, No. 3 Beethoven ; Prelude and Fugue,
in Bb minor, Bach
;
Murmurea Eoliens, Gottsehalk
;
Waltz, A minor, Chopin; Duetto (Song without Words),
Mendelssohn
;
Le Rossignol (The Nightingale, Liszt
Cicily, Grand Concert Waltz, A Midnight Barcarole, The
Wind Demon, Jerome Hopkins.
Temple Grove Seminary
,
Saratoga, N. Y.
Minuet from symphony, Mozart- Schulhoff
;
Album
Leaf, Op. 7, No. 2, Kirchner ; Song, “ The Owl and the
Pussy Cat,” Ingraham; Selection from Lebert and
Starks’ Method
;
Valse, Op. 56, Godard ; Sons, “ Star
Vicino,” Salvator Rosa
;
Song without Words, “Con-
fession,” Op. 25, Thome
;
Waltz, Op. 17, No. 3, Mosz-
kowski
;
Song, “The Message of the Rose,” Helen Hood
;
Nocturne. Op. 9, No. 2, Chopin
;
Waltz, Op. 34, Chopin;
Song, “ Morning Greeting,” Paul Lacombe ; Polonaise,
—Op. 22, Chopin
;
Gavotte Moderne, Op. 11, E. Liebling;
Song, “ Echoes of Naples,” Bevigqjtni
;
Nuits Blanches,
Op. 82,^o. 16, “Resolution,” Hellerj Song, “Love’s
Sunshine,” Jules Jordan; Humoreske; Op. 14, Mosz-
kowski. *
Tremont M. E. Church, Washington Avenue and if8th
Street, New York City, Miss Edith Ellis.
Vorspiel, “Liebster Jesu,” Bach; Fi^h Organ Con-
certo, Handel; Adagio in A flat. Op. 266. No. 1,
Volckmar; Minuet and Trio in E minor, Calkin;
Romanza
—
(The Echo), Dr. Spark: Pastorale in F,
Kullak
;
Prelude and Fugue in E minor. Bk ii). No.
10, Bach
;
Communion in G, Batiste
;
Priests’ March
from Athalia, Mendelssohn
;
Minuet and Chorus from
Samson, Handel
;
Ave Maria for the Organ. (Arcadelt
1640), Liszt ; Sixth Organ Concerto, Handel.
/ [For The Etude.]
01 -THE IMPORTANCE OF THEORETICAL
STUDIES TO THE Fill1ST.
It is sometimes said by people who ought to know
better, that the study of harmony is of no benefit to a
pianist. It requires, however, very little exercise ofmere
common sense to form a very different judgment in this
matter.
Is it well to know facts and particulars concerning
music, or to remain ignorant of them? Is it better to
thoroughly understand what one plays, or to merely
absorb it by some unexplainable or simply parrot-like
process? Is' it better to imitate anything that one may
hear, or to form intelligent conceptions and to play with
a thorough appreciation of the whole idea of a musical
work? Is it wise to depend on this or that teacher
or this or that player for one’s style ? Is it not a thousand
times better to develop the artistic by means of appro-
priate studies, and thus to become, after a suitable period
of training, independent of teachers, and able to form
true judgments and to exercise pure taste without being
continually helped by some other person ?
The study of harmony is an important branch of a
musical education. The pianist needs it in order to gain
facility in distinguishing chords and discriminating
between their different structures with quick and ready
perception. It is necessary to him, also, in order to real-
ize the different situations in which chords are found and
the various effects by means of which they contrast with
one another.
In the process of painting a landscape, the artist is
careful to observe the effects of light reflected from one
object to another. In like manner the different chords
and various fragments of melody affect one another, and
the musical artist must be careful to notice their mutual
relation and influence if he would ensure a musically suc-
cessful performance. -
To many students the changes of keys are great bug-
bears, especially when minor keys prevail. Harmony
comes as a needed aid to the student, and its precepts,
when carefully regarded, make all these points dear to
the mind. In connection with the study or general musi-
cal theory, it removes all that is mysterious, and sheds
the clear light of day on all passages that have been
vague and indefinite.
ft is to be admitted that many works upon this subject
do not present modulation in a lucid manner, but recent
books have given it more attention, and a dearer under-
standing of it is surely attainable by any student who
will do both the constructive and analytical work which is
needful.
In brief, harmony is a great_aid in the study of the
text of all musical works, in grasping their sense and
contents with a swift and sure apprehension.
But it has other uses - than these. In memorising it is
a valuable aid. It is a well-known principle that the
most vivid impressions are the most lasting. The study
of harmony, rightly pursued, presents sharp discrimina-
tions, well-defined examples and clearly-pictured images.
It appeals to “the imagination and effectually awakens
the activity of this important faculty. This in its turn
conduces to the development of the powers of the
memory. The memory becomes more retentive and amply
meets all demands made upon it.
How many^ young ladies and gentlemen are obliged to
make the awkward confession, “ I do not play without
my notes.” Their friends are often thus mortified, even
though they may not themselves be aware how real a dig
grace it is to spend three, four or five years in playing
from notes, which, instead of making a deep and lasting
impression on the memory, leave only vague and dis-
jointed ideas.
Some persons will say of such students, “they do not
play musical ideas
,
they only play notes."
But this is, after all, a libel on many earnest students
who really form true conceptions with good facility and
certainly from tbs music page. The fault of a defective
memory is not wholly theirs, but rather that of an imper-
fect and one-sided training.
To such pupils harmony, general theory, and counter
point come as friends, and say, “ We will help you. We
will meet your difficulties and, with you, vanquish them.’
Earnest students will always find that these studies will
fully develop the powers of the memory and ensure their
complete reliability. A rather large experience in these
matters assures the writer of this article that the memory
is as susceptible of cultivation as the other faculties. If
not, why not? H.
[For The Etude.]
SOME MUSICAL BLUNDERS.
EUGENE THAYER, MUS. DOO.
Bi.under Twelfth.—To waste your life in trifle hunt-
ing. You will never get rich rifting sand to find pins
and needles. I am reminded of this by the recent dis-
cussion about the minor scale.
Who made it? It is perfectly certain that nobody on
earth knows. It is my private opinion that it was made
by the Lord at the same time the other things were
started. (See Genesis, Chaps. I and II.) Where did it
come from ? Ditto : What difference does that make ?
It is here, for better or for worse, and those who like it
will use it
;
those who don’t will let it alone. What is its
correct form ? Any form you choose. Why, bless your
soul and body, haven’t you found out that you may use.
any kind of a scale you please ? If you wish to make an
everlasting reputation for yourself, inyent a new scale.
One man, at least, is getting rather tired of these two
old ones.
Blunder Thirteenth.—To think that the scale of C
major is the only natural scale. There does seem to be
some distant proof that such is the case, but I must
leave that for some other time. In the sense you mean
it, this scale is no more natural than any other. Had
you always heard some other scale, this would doubtless
sound very un-natural. The C major scale is the Ionian,
or thirteenth scale, and the probability is that the other
twelve had been used a long time before this
—
perhaps
centuries. If it was in the beginning the only true and
natural scale, how was it so long in discovery ? If we
cannot get out of this rut, it is my belief that our music
will perish from sheer repetition or from musical maras-
mus. To claim that our present scales (either major or
minor) are the only natural ones, is to show a most woful
ignorance of the old church scales or modes. (Perhaps
I wilt tell you all about them some day.) I do not pro-
pose to allow any student of mine to bump his head
against the rocks in any such darkness as this.
Blunder Fourteenth.—To suppose that you have
really written an “article,” when you have only taken a
cyclopaedia and rewritten some of its carefully prepared
subjects in your own distracted language 1 We do not
need any more of that sort of thing; give us something
new and fresh. This you can only do by giving ns some
living experience of yourself or of those wiser than you.
Do you remember the man with the muck rake in “ Pil-
grim’s Progress”? How will you ever get forward if
you rake the same old pile forever?
Blun^|r Fifteenth.—
T
o write letters of inquiry to
musicians—or to anybody else, for that matter—and not
enclose the courtesy of a return letter stamp. When the
whole business is for your benefit, why should they pay
the expense? It is hard enough wAfTto write a letter
at any time, without having to pay for the blessed honor
and privilege ! The other end of this blunder is, to sign
your name with a grand flourish or fancy letters resem-
bling the superscription of the King of the Fejee
Islands. The bewildered professor studies over your
name for days and nights. Let us suppose it is “ William
Mansfield, Oswego, New York.” (I am not aware that
there is any such person in existence.) After a very
bad spell, the professor concludes to send a reply to
“Mig Mousetrap, Ojoeo, New Mexico.” You, of course,
receive no answer to your lovely flourishes, and conclude
that the professor is a discourteous person or an arrant
humbug. Either send a printed card or use print letters
for your full name and address, and gently study essays
on uncommon sense.
Blunder Sixteenth.—Not to know a good thing when
you see it. This applies to those music students who do
not take The Etude. It is by far the best paper for
them in the United States, and no music student can
afford to bo without it. It makes some small mistakes
sometimes (and probably angels do—-one did, anyway),
but it is still facile priticeps
;
that Latin means “way up,
tip top, tip top.” If you do your duty, you will bring
up the subscription list to a hundred thousand.
Blunder Seventeenth.—To wait and wait. Your ob-
stacles will never be less than now. There was once
a man who wanted to get across a river. He had stood
on the bank for several days, when some one asked him
what he was waiting for. “ Waiting for all the water to
run by,” was his answer.
To the true artist music should be a necessity and not
merely an occupation, he should not manufacture music,
he should live in it.—
R
obert Franz.
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THE USE OF STUDIES M PIAHC TEAOHDTO.
By W. 8. B- MATHEWS,
7BOM “HOW TO UNDERSTAND MUSIC.” Vol. II.
Mr. B. J. Lang, the distinguished pianist and conductor, of Boston,
gives the following, as, in his opinion, embracing the most essential ele-
ments of pianforte instruction :—
Here is a list of what I am in the habit of using for studies :
—
Heller’s Studies.
Cramer (Biilow’s edition).
Clementi, “Gradus,” not edited by Tausig:
Bach, two-part Inventions, and Well-tempered Clavichord.
Chopin, Preludes.
Schumann, opus. 3, and op. 10.
Chopin, Studies.
Henselt, Studies.
Heller ought never to be forgotten, but lie belongs to the poetical-musical
side.
Dr. Louis Maas, also of Boston, gives the following
Dear Mr. Mathews :
—
The principal Studies that I use, progressively arranged, are the follow-
ing :
—
Bertini, Op. 29, 32.
Czerny, Velocity, 3 books.
Kohler, New School of Velocity.
Heller, Op. 45, 46, 47.
Cramer, Original Edition, 4 books.
Czerny, Op. 818, 50 Studies.
Jensen, Op. 32, 3 books.
Czerny, Op. 740, 5 books.
MoschelesyOp. 70, 24 Studies,
Kdhler, Op. 128, 12 Special Studies.
Chopin, Studies.
Czerny, Schule des Virtuosen.
,
You can use my name with thes^j Kindest greetings.
Mme. RivAKing, the well-known pianist, sends the following account
of her ideas upon this subject :
—
In reply to your inquiry “ what ten, or more, books of studies I consider
indispensable,” I beg to say that I am not acquainted with any particular
book, or set of studies, that, in my judgment, would be “indispensable.”
There are a great many excellent studies. For my own personal technical
practice I do not use any studies ; I find that the wide range of my concert
and recital repertoire is sufficient to keep my technic up to the required stand-
ard. My own experience in teaching is so confined to Phrasing, cultivation of
tOKch, and artistic finish, that I use the Chopin and Liszt etudes, and the Tausig
Daily Studies, together with a few of rhy own. Should I, through illness or
other cause, lose several weeks’ practice, I can soon bring my technic up to
its usual smoothness and flexibility by the practice of playing Bach’s Fugues.
Almost every pianist and teacher has written either an instruction book or a
set of studies, and many of them are really valuable. Among the many
instruction books, that of Dr. William Mason is, in my opinion, one of the
best. The studies written by Mr. Anton Streletzski, and Mr. Carlyle Petersilea,
deserve high praise, and as a help to overcoming certain technical difficulties
they will be found especially valuable, to those whose technic is not far enough
advanced to use the studies of Chopin, Liszt, or Tausig.
Very sincerely yours,
Jujlia Riv£-King.
I also sent letters to several other teachers, among whom was Mr.
Ledochowski, of Chicago, who prescribed the following course :
—
Lebhert and Stark’s first Book.
Loeschhorn, op 66.
Czerny, op 740
Bach, Preludes and Inventions.
Cramer’s Studies, Billow’s edition.
Clementi, Tausig’s edition.
Bach, Italian Concerto.
Chopin, Studies, op 10.
Bach, Well Tempered Clavichord.
Henselt, Studies.
A careful study of these lists and letters by eminent teachers con-
firms the opinion expressed by Dr. Mason, which, also, I hacf already
deduced from my own experience. It is that while the literature of the
pianoforte contains a vast number of etudes by different composers, only
j
a very few of them are, in reality, so vital and formative that we cannot
do without them. Bach, for cafeful study, and for the acquisition of
w*V<r-playing (as distinguished from chord-playing), and for musical
intelligence
;
Clementi and Scarlatti (the latter in very small amount) for
classical virtuosity ; Heller and the Mendelssohn “ Songs Without
Words,” and a little Mozart for expressive playing of melodies ; Loescb-
om’s Op. 66 for “forming the execution”; Chopin, Schumann and
iszt for the modem school of fluent, expressive and brilliant concert
laying. Each of these, at the proper time, we must have. Everything
lse is a matter of taste. ' No strictly progressive arrangement is possible,
eyond a very loose and general one ; for in different cases we might at
ne time desire first to improve the melody playing at another the
: at another
i
the order. Yet if one were to divide the whole period of pianoforte
instruction into three great divisions, the elementary, intermediate and
advanced, the selections would be such as these :
—
Elementary.—Technics, Loeschhorn Op. 65 and 66, Bks. 1 and 11
;
Mathews’ Phrasing (which contains the best pieces in Heller’s Op. 46 and
47, as well as a part of Schumann’s 4 4 Kinderscenen ” ) ; perhaps some of
Haberbier and Behren’s velocity.
Intermediate.—Bach’s inventions, selections from the “ Bach Album ”
in the Peters Edition. Selections from Mendelssohn’s “ Songs Without
Words,” Nos. 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 18, 30 and 27. Chopin’s Nocturne in E
flat, Op. 9 ; Impromptu in A flat, Waltz in D flat and Nocturne in F
minor. Schufnann’s Phantasie Pieces, Op. 12, Nos. 3, 4, 2, 7 and 8;
also Romance in F sharp. Bach’s Preludes and Fugues in C minor, F
major, G minor and C sharp major in “ Well-Tempered Clavier. ’ ’ A
few pleasing pieces by Raff, Mason and Rubinstein. Possibly such a
sonata as Beethoven’s 1st, in F minor or C minor, Op. 10.
Advanced.—More Bach, a little Clementi, Chopin’s Studies, begin-
ning with No. 8, Nos. 12, 5, 1, 2, 3. Schumann Novellettes in E and
F; “ Etudes Symphoniques.” Some of the Liszt-Schubert songs; also
Liszt’s “ Rigoletto,” “ Tannhauser,” 44 Spinnerlied,” etc. By this
time the pupil is able to study almost anything he desires or that the
teacher chooses.
If in all this course the rule of Mme. Nielsen-Rounsville be observed,
to have every piece and study memorized and practiced, sooner or later,
until it can be played like a concert performance, it is quite certain that
the playing will take on a character of flexibility and of ready respon-
siveness to the will and sensibility which was unknown to the playing of
the old school, and impossible to be obtained in these times, also, so
long as the greater part of the time is spent in the study of meaningless
combinations of tone-forms, having only a mechanical intention.
With a view of bringing out the remarkable agreements of these lists,
in regard to the usefulness of certain ones of these sets of studies, con-
cerning which nearly all the writers are unanimous, I had intended to
tabulate them. But upon completing the task, I discovered that it
amounted to little more than a repetition of the names of Heller, Cramer,
Loeschhorn, Czerny, Clementi, Chopin and Henselt. The Tausig so-
called “daily studies” are exercises and not studies in the meaning of
the present discussion. We have to do here with studies having, at least,
a color of artistic form, to which the Tausig daily studies make no pre-
tension.
This discussion would be incomplete if it failed to mention the
application of certain pieces to purposes of study. I refer to such finger
pieces as Weber’s “ Perpetual Motion ” rondo in C, Raff’s “ La Fileuse,”
etc. These pieces have the meritpf making unusual technical demands
upon the player, in requiring a Wmg series of finger touches in uniform
rapidity, and at too high a degree of speed to be thought of each for
itself as it occurs. They are played in part automatically, after being
prepared by a large number of repetitions in perfectly correct order.
Pieces of this kind are more useful than exercises pure“and simple,
because the effect, when it is properly mastered, is so much more interest-
ing than anything to be found in studies proper, as to reward the pupil
for the countless number of repetitions necessary for playing them
properly. It will be found possible, therefore, to secure a good quality of
practice upon something of this sort, at a time when the pupil is not in a fit
state to concentrate attention upon a task not having a reward somewhere
in it for the musical feelings, properly so-called, or, at least, for the
feelings of pride in good playing. But to enter into a discussion of
piano teaching upon this side, would take us too far. Enough to place
upon record here the suggestion, that there is no piece having in it com-
binations worth making, and of such complexity as not to be performed
by the pupil at first trial, but what at one time or another in the develop-
ment might prove of value as a study ; and it will also be found, in general,
that studies increase in usefulness just in proportion to their having in
them the possibility of serving as pieces after they have been mastered as
exercises. The converse of this is not true, however, that pieces are
worthless for use in study unless they require a large amount of practice
to master them. The development of a musical style of playing makes
it necessary that a considerable part of the playing be spent upon pieces
in which the music is the main thing ; music of such a quality that it lies
within easy reach of the pupil’s musical consciousness as it then exists.
The entire discussion needs to be supplemented with the following
aphorism which the young teacher wifi do well never to lose sight of. It
*
‘ Piano playing is mainly a matter of the mind, and notprimarily of the
muscles, and this is more andmore the case the higher one goes in it. ” While
merely muscular preparation requires considerable attention, the greatest
proportion of the time is wasted in .harping upon muscular and mechani
cal relations, when the hindrance to elegant playing exists in the mind
in the musical consciousness of the pupil or student. Those who fail
play effectively after study, do so, nine times out of ten, from ment
reasons, and not from muscular reasons. Therefore, the more you can
for the pupil’s musical sensitiveness, and the more you can help him
think his music as musicians think it, the easier you w‘"
R;
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THE ESTIJiDE
THE DEPPE METHOD AGAIH.
Mb. Editor:
—
Dear Sir :—Mr. W. S. B. Mathews and Mr. Frederick
Clark seem' to have a decided objection to my teaching
the Deppe method. Now I am rather surprised at this,
since I am perfectly willing that Mr. Mathews should
teach the Mason Fiapo Technics and “ How to Under-
stand Music,” and that Mr. Clark should teach the
“ Clark-Steiniger rotary, torsion, spiral art of Pianism,”
though I know nothing about these respective methods
except from the eulogies written about them by Mr.
Mathews and Mr. Clark. It does not worry me in the
least that each of these gentlemen considers himself
superior to all other teachers, and if they can convince
the rest of the world of it, so much the better for them !
Meanwhile, I must claim the right to occupy my own
small musical corner. I am glad to see Mrv Mathews
applying Deppe tests, as, for instance, where he says that
“ when the hand looks well, it is right ”—one of Deppe’s
maxims (see page 289 of my book, “Music Study in Ger
Deppe’s “ Subtle and telling conception.” Bat why mul-
tiply words, Mr. Editor? I will close this article by rec-
ommending your readers to send for “ Die Deppe*sche
Lehre des Klavierspidt.” Its cost is only a trine, and
it is published in Hamburg by Gustav Edward Nolte
(Herold’sehe Buchhandlung). Those who read German
will be able to learn about the Deppe method, and also
what Deppe thinks of me, at the same time, from it. If
he denied me as a pupil, it would be as bad as Anna
Steiniger’s going back on him as a teacher. Deppe would
be incapable of such a thing. Here is a question which
I would like to start for discussion in The Etude. Is it
professional or allowable for a music teacher, who is at
the same time a journalist, to try and bring other music
teachers into discredit with the public, from which they
all draw their subsistence ? Amy Fay.
upon the bargain
,
whether the “ Country Professor ”
would be entitled to his pay for the lesson lost. He
earned his money anyway, whether he gave the lesson or
not
;
but is he entitled to it on that ground alone ? One
is paid for the lesson, and not for the trouble of getting
to and from the lesson.
The probability is, that nothing was said about “ miss-
ing lessons, and whether they should be charged.” In
that case the “Professor” was to blame at the outset.
This should be particularly understood at the very first,
MISSING LESSONS.
If Mr. Mathews goes on studying into the
Deppe method, he will learn a good many other things
that apply, and will in the end be able to emulate cer-
tain other gentlemen, and teach the Deppe method quite
as if it were his own.
I don’t like to say anything against Mr. Mathews, as
he is so good-hearted, and always “repents him of the
evil ” after he has attacked me in print. He always tells
me afterward that he “did not mean what he wrote, and
that he did not know how he came to do it.” His pen
gets away with him
;
and as I am aware of this little
weakness, I don’t resent his articles any more, even il
they cost me a pupil or two. I don’t even remonstrate
when he publishes such extraordinary statements as that
“ Czerny has no musical merit whatever
;
” that “Cramer
is away to one side of the modern piano technic,” and that
pupils had better study Raff’s shallow little Fileuse as a
substitute for the solid and instructive Etudes by these
classic masters.
Mr. Mathews is really a good friend of mine, though
it might not appear so to the public. Let«us pass on to
Mr. Frederick Clark. This gentleman, itVill be remem-
bered, went to Europe to study music. -According to his
own book, be took some lessons of many great masters,
but discovered that none of them knew as much as he did
himself. Thereupon he decided to become the apostle
of a new piano method, which should combine the good
points of all the others. Strange- to say, Mr. Clark
advertises his terms as only $50.00 per twenty lessons,
while his wife, Anna Steiniger, charges $100 00, or just
double, for the same number of lessons as her husband.
Now, if Anna Steiniger learned the important secrets
from Fred. Clark that he says she did, and not from Deppe
(though she studied twelve years with
-£)eppe, made
her artistic reputation, and even played in the Gewand-
haus in Leipsic while under his instruction), it seems to
me that their terms ought to be reversed, and that Fred-
erick should charge the $100.00 and Anna $60.00, since
it is evident that Frederick is the cleverer of the two.
From this matter of terms it would seem that Frederick
feels in his heart that it is worth more to be an artist than
to theorize about it. It is a dead give away for him. Mr.
Clark is still more remarkable in his statements about
vour humble servant than Mr. Mathews is. He says that
Deppe “does not regard me as his pupil, and that he
considers that I ruined him.”
r
In answer to this statement (it must be admitted that
Mr. Clark sticks at nothing), I would say, that when I
returned to Berlin, three years ago, Deppe put off his
summer travel in order to be there when I arrived, and
to give me his entire time. He introduced me to his
circle of pupils, by whom I was received with the greatest
honors, and did everything in his power to show me his
appreciation of what I had written about him in my book.
Last year Deppe sent me a pamphlet to translate, called
u Die Deppe' sche Lehre des Klavierspiels," which is,
being interpreted, “ The Deppe Method of Piano Play-
ing.” It was written by Hermann Klose, one of Deppe’s
pupils, under his immediate supervision. In this pam -
t
hlet the Deppe method is not only described exactly as
describe it, but long quotations are made from my book
in confirmation of it, showing that Deppe fully endorses
what I have written about him.
Mr. Mathews and Mr. Clark both say that I have rep-
resented Deppe only as a teacher of technic, and Mr.
Clark says that Deppe resents this. In-reply to this state-
ment I would say, that one of the quotations from my
In reference to the teacher who walks a mile, rides a
mile, and then walks one more mile, etc., I would say
he is not alone in his misery. Such injustice to teachers
I experience, and see others doing all the tinle. I asked
the advice of my last teacher, a prominent musician of
Boston, what course he would pursue with a pupil who
would take a lesson only at his own convenience.
“Well,” he said, “first I should urge, then talk seri-
ously, and if these two means failed make the best of it.”
I think it depends entirely upon the position of the
teacher. If I had plenty of pupils, and couldn’t induce
them to deal fairly by me, I should drop them. Very few
teachers, however, are in a condition financially to do
this. Here is a little story for you, wholly true.
A lady of my acquaintance came from “away down in
Maine” to study music of Caiixa Lavallee, of Boston.
After doing so she settled here and taught. Going home
one summer on a vacation, she was invited, with some
others, to try a new piano bought by THE man of the
town, namely, the proprietor of the hotel. She was a
very fine performer, and chose pieces, as best she could,
to suit their taste. A large crowd finally gathered about
and the following conversation ensued :
—
Mr. D.— “ I never saw but one really graceful player,
and she could play the most difficult music with a fifty
cent piece on the top of her hand.”
Our friend, Miss F.—“ But how could she use her
wrists and arms, etc. ? ”
Mr. D.—“ O, she was so far advanced she knew how.”
Mrs. New York (visiting at the hotel).—“ Why, yes
;
don’t you remember Ossie? She took lessons until she
learned all there was on the piano, and they had to put
her on to the organ.”
Miss F.—“Really, I didn’t know there was any limit
to the science of the music of any instrument. Did she
play classical music?”
Mrs. N. Y.—“Is that any particular grade of music?”
Miss F.—“ Mozart’s, Handel’s, etc.”
Mrs. N. Y.—“ 0, it was all of eight years ago we knew
her, and I guess classical music was not written then.”
Ada M. Came.
conscientious pupil will not miss a lesson if it can pos
sibly be avoided. Carrying out the precepts of the
book in Klose’s pamphlet is the’ following one from page
801 of “ Music Study in Germany: ”
—
“From my telling you so muCfcf aBout technicalities,
you must not think Deppe only a pedagogue. He is in
reality the soul of music, and all these things are only
‘ means to an end.' ” •. * '
In German, Elose has written the last sentence in
italics— ‘ ‘ aide jene Kleinen Dinge Bind ihm nur Mittel
zum Zweck . ’ ’ I think many allusions to Deppe’s musical
insight will be found in my book, and if Mr. Clark will
read page 814 of it, he will even find a description of a
lesson given by Deppe to his wife on Wagner’s “Spinning
Song,” at which I was present, and where I speak of
otherwise I doubt if he could legally collect his pay,
although I have no doubt, but what he is professionally
— Let me say to “ Country Professor,” you should have
an understanding with each pupil at the beginning of the
quarter, in regard to the circumstances under which the
lessons missed shall be paid for, or deducted and lost by
the teacher. I do not believe that any teacher has a
“ cast-iron rule ” in relation to the matter, for often “ cir-
cumstances alter cases.” If a pupil omits lessons
“because he has not practiced
;
” “ because he has had
company
;
” “ because he goes away on a visit for a few
weeks;’’ “because he is indisposed to take them," or
for any other trivial excuse, he ought to distinctly under-
stand that he must pay for all such lessons omitted. A
“golden rule,” I do not believe that a teacher should
charge a pupil for lessons missed on account of sickness.
If a pupil will not tak§ lessons with reasonable regularity,
and pay for the same, it is better to dismiss him at once,
for he will not do his teacher nor himself any credit.
I am well aware of the fact that It was no fault of the
“Country Professor” that sickness occurred in the
family of his pupil, which prevented the using of the
jiano
;
but the point is, would you want to pay for the
esson if you had been in the pupil’s place. It is neces-
sary to be more particular and strict with some pupils
than with others. Sometimes it is best to require a pupil
. i •
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to always pay in advance/or his lessons, which, in some
cases, tends to greater regularity in practicing, and the
omission of but few lessons. Of course, all pupils hun-
gering and thirsting for the “inner meaning” of iriusic
will value the instruction they receive more highly than
the matter of dollars and cents, and a knowledge of this
ict is om of the'greatest eo forts that a goo< teacher
has, for it does him more good than the money which he
receives.
^
It is folly to expect a pupil to play the piano,
or inj other instrument unless h< is willing to do his part
of the work of learning. But at the same time, in our
dealings with oar fellow men and tlfellow women,” we
should “let justice be tempered by mercy.”
EUsmt Hardihg.
'
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entitled to it. In the majority of eases it would not be
policy to press the payment of a single lost lesson; it
would probably lead to the pupil’s stopping entirely. We
must do as we can until we can do as we will, ana many
teachers are not so independent, financially, that they
can afford to lose a scholar.
On the other hand, some people seem to expect a
teacher should put up with any inconvenience. They make
a sort of pack horse of him ; they keep him waiting in;
cold rooms
;
they roast him in warm ones ; they take the
lesson or not, as they choose, and expect the teacher to
foot the bill, and I am sorry to say teachers can be found
who are willing to encourage this species of mannerism.
A good way to do is to charge one-half the lesson lost.
A better way to do is to charge the whole lesson. The
pupil will not then miss so many, thereby losing their
interest in the work. E. A Smith.
EAIIB0W EEPEBEN0E 0AEDS,
Editor of The Etude :
—
Please allow me to answer the criticism upon the
Rainbow Reference Card which appeared in the April
issue of your paper.
The card does not presuppose “ that the pupil is
familiar with the scales and accustomed to pass the third
finger on all other occasions,” else these things would not
be so thoroughly explained on the back of the card. It
presupposes that the pupils know nothing at all about it.
faking this for granted, it will require about fifteen min-
utes’ teaching to enable a child to pick out for himself,
with one finger, any major or harmonic minor scale, from
any key, either black or white. He need not even know
the names of the keys of the piano or the notes on the
staff. So much for the forms of the scales. Surely this
is beginning them as “ early as possible."
In giving “ only one fingering for the minor scales,"
the card follows the example of standard text-books.
Those teachers who “ use a different fingering for some
harmonic rrwh,or scales, to avoid passing the fourth finger
over an augmented second," will find it quite as easy to
make exceptions to the Reference Card as to any other
scale method. Two such cases occur in the twenty-four
scales for the right hand and one in the twenty-four for
the left.
Any one who reads the directions carefully will notice
that pupils are not to be told what "major, minor and
augmented seconds are," but simply how to play them.
If the little musicians are to be taught broadly, these
words ought to be "tirms of every-day life," since they
are among the first needed in studying harmony.
Whv is it “ insulting to teachers ” to give a listy of the
things necessary for a pupil to understand in using a new
method? But, then, there is nowhere on the card an
explanation to teachers, or any one else, of what a
“ major or minor second is." It would be “ altogether
out of place," as all teachers know it already ; they may
impart their knowledge to the pupil if they wish, although
it 'is quite unnecessary in using the card. Teachers are
not even told how to play them. They are only told that
& pupil must be able to do this, in order to pick oat his
new scale by himself. If in an arithmetic we see this
sentence, ‘ ‘ The pupil must know that one and one are
two," we know the author does not explain to teachers
that one and one are two, but merely that pupils must
know this fact.
A child who has learned the use of this card may
since, in case lie forgets, one glance at the card will show
him his mistake instantly. This savingof time and b lath
enables the teacher to give all his attention to the
technique.
There can be no easier way of teaching a series of
many facts than by classifying them and picturing the
classes witli actual colors. It is because the Rainbow
Reference Card iG based on 3uch principles as this that
its merits are acknowledged and the card endorsed by
some of the highest authorities on music and music
teaching. Eats JET. Bblohbb
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7practical Letters to Meanders
BT W. S. B. MATHEWS.
ADVICE TO A HARD CASE.
When I read over these letters for two or three months
back, something I am not fond of doing, it strikes me
that we are too apt to get our study of music and our
teaching of it into a wrong key. We are what is named
“practical,” in our miscalling century, which is to say
' commonplace, ordinary, mechanical. We talk much of
fingers, technic, and the mechanical part of teaching,
while the true end of it all, the ability to appreciate,
enjoy, interpret, and perhaps produce music, is lost sight
of. I do not feel that we in The Etude are the greatest
sinners of all in this respect, for the letters that come in
ft TCIil 1TTun(illI;
which the collective editorial mind gives out in response.
The following letter just received is a case in point.
Observe :
—
After trying for some time without success to solve a
problem, I appeal to your kindness through “ Letters to
Teachers,” assuring you that whatever advice you choose
to offer will be thankfully received and highly appreciated.
The muscles and ligaments of my hands and wrists are
naturally as hard as iron
;
to overcome this I have, for some
time, used an arrangement of my own to soften them by
stretching, technical practice failing to help me much.
I spend fifteen minutes in this way before my daily piano
practice, and think it helps me
;
but I am suspicious that
my hands may be injured in this way if I am not careful.
My stretching practice is, principally, to separate the fin-
gers, loosen the knuckle joints and expand the hand. In
connection with this, I work on expansion exercises at
the piano, taking the most difficult hand petitions I can
find, and compelling the fingers to obey the will by force,
working them till they are quite tired.
A great deal of the best music which I am ambitious
to play requires independence of fingers while the hand
is expanded over a large interval, and for that I am
working hard.
I often find the dominant seventh chord (with the
octave) in certain inversions which I cannot strike neatly,
nor play its tones in succession with a good touch without
moving the hand. I am now trying to play Kullak’s five
finger exercises on this chord in all keys and all inver-
sions. Is my course in “ breaking” my stiff muscles a
wise one, or am I making a mistake ?
My hand is medium size, fingers good length, natural
growth ceased.
I realise my case is a hard one, but I have a brave
heart and a working disposition, and I feel that this thing
must be done. L.
who is desirous of becoming an artist in it. He tells us
that he has done certain things to his “ muscles and liga-
ments
;
” he has “stretched” and “practiced,” com-
pelling the fingers to do as he wishes them “by will
force.” He is practicing Kullak’s five finger exercises
in all keys, etc., etc.; is “breaking” his “stiff hand,”
and has, as we could already see in his story, a “ working
disposition.” But in all this, beyond the reference to the
unquestionable fact that “ much of the music he is ambi-
tious to play requires independence of fingers while the
hand is at rest,” there is not one word about the music.
I cannot tell from the account how old he is, what he can
^play at present, what he would like to play, and how (for
iconcert playing is quite a different thing from parlor
playing, and these from a scholar’s knowledge of music
and teaching it, which may exist apart from the ability
to perform in public). Each one of these missing par-
ticulars is vital to the question. Practices in stretching
the ligaments of the hand, which would be useful and
- entirely harmless within reasonable limits at a youthful
age, and induced by nothing more than a youthful
ambition, might be ruinouB to a mature hand, forced by
a mature will ef a student almost crazy with the deter-
mination to do the impossible. For instance, if the
writer of the letter had told us at this moment he was
able to play certain concert pieces in public to the
apparent pleasure of the audience, this would certify to
the existence in him of talent, and of a musical element
which might or might not coexist with all this mechan-
yet only able to play rude and easy pieces, and those
rather stiffly, the case would be very different. Moreover,
if he had represented himself as ambitious of being a con-
cert player, and at tie same time owned up to twenty
years of age, a hard hand, and a small knowledge of
music, and still smaller practical gnecess in playing the
piano, it would show that he was engaging himself in the
impossible.
I would say, in general, that I doubt the advantage of
such practices as the writer mentions, unless they form
a very small proportion of the entire time spent in music.
If they are carried along hand in hand with artistic per-
formances of music of a higher order, with all the delicate
modulations and nuances belonging to this kind of music,
they would do no harm so long as the expressive quality
of the playing showed improvement. But whenever the
playing became more mechanical and the expression fell I
off in a way to indicate a loss of tone in the hand, it
would be time to stop. My own opinion is that the
Technicon is a complete gymnasium for the hand, wrist
and arm, to all piano-playing purposes. Anything one
can do upon that I would consider safe, except overdoing,
especially in the stretching and separating motions upon
the triangle in the centre of the Technicon.
There is another view of this subject which is worthy
more attention than it has recived. It is found in the
question, “ Why attempt to do the impossible? ” As the
world now goes, there are a few persons born every year
with exceptionally good heredity for playing the piano.
They have responsive and obedient hands, and at an
early age are able to play pleasingly. They do with
little or no study passages which students like the
writer of this letter take months and months to
practice, and after all are never able to do them success-
fully. Now, it is impossible for students of the ordinary
kind to compete with these. Piano playing is not like
some forms of study, which carry their own rewards with
them. Practicing upon the piano in a mechanical way
for a series of years is about the least productive- mental
exercise an intelligent being can occupy himself in. At
the end of it all he is merely an imperfect machine. A
crank could turn off a tune better. Even if such a stu-
dent should succeed in becoming a good player, his
playing would lack the popular element, to such an ex-
tent as to place him at a serious disadvantage as com-
pared with the student specially gifted for it.
Piano playing is primarily a matter of mind, but the
condition of the musical mind working upon the piano,
is its coexistence with a hand and arm of fine fibre and
responsive organization. When this condition does not
exist, as the letter of the correspondent implies that it does
not exist in the present instance, the best thing for the
individual to do, in my opinion, is to turn himself to
some other form of musical activity. It is still open to
him to be a good teacher, a good writer about music, a
good composer, perhaps
;
but a good pianist without a
responsive hand is impossible, as the standard now ex-
ists. While certain mechanical attainments are possible
as the sure reward of perseverance, the musical inspira-
tion becomes lost in the process, and at the end of it all
the person is what I have already called him—a bad
machine.
To say this is not to cut the applicant off from a musi-
cal life, which may happen to be the only one promising
to afford him satisfaction in pursuing it. One can be
ever so musical and not play the piano at all well.
Of course, I do not know whether these remarks apply
at all to the writer of the foregoing letter. Most likely
they do not. Nevertheless, they are worthy of his
attention.
If any one wants to know whether even genius can
develop itself without hard wOjrk, I say certainly not. The
ability to work hard is one of the decisive signs of genius.
In fact, a friend of mine, Bishop Fowler, of the Metho-
.
diet Church, used to say that genius is nothing else than
the endless capacity to work. At another time he said,
that the men got on who were able to do ten men’s work
in the long ran. This is abont the Bize of it. Not even
the moBt spontaneous genius is able to do music without
work. The most spontaneous pis;* er now before the
published by Albert Weber, and see what she says about,
the manner in ’ which her father trained her. I have
embodied the letter in the chapter on the “Use of
Studies in Piano Teaching,” now publishing in The
Etude. It was originally written in answer to my ques-
tion, and put in the advertising pamphlet because it
gives such a good idea of the amount of work one has
to do.
I have wandered far from the subject with which I
started. It is the necessity of keeping within reach of
the key-note, which in music is always the idea of expe-
riencing music, as a moving of feeling, as an expression
of the beautiful in tones. Technic, and everything else
of a technical nature, is only so much material through
which the spiritual has to express itself. This is exactly
what Mendel says of Bach’s technic in composition. He
declares that imitation, counterpoint, fugue, and every
form of musical learning and cleverness was to Bach
“ only a part of the material through which the spiritual
came to expression.”
When I had written the above, I stopped and addressed
a private letter to the correspondent, asking the missing
particulars above specified. The following has just come
to hand, in time to go in with the other, thus making the
record complete :
—
Dear Sir :—Your favor of 26th is received. At the
time I commenced stretching my muscles I was twenty,
seven years old
;
have been at it one^ear and a half, I
know it has helped me in expansion, and independence
of finger, but 1 gain very slowly. I have sometimes
thought it caused a tired, stiff, or bound condition of the
hands, which I feel after two hours’ piano practice.
This last is often caused, you know, by a heavy bear-
ing-down touch, which throws a great weight on the
hands
;
but I carry a very light forearm, and get my
power mostly from the wrist. In the touch which I use
mostly for melody, scales, etc., the muscular sensation Is
similar to that of an effort to elevate the wrist without
doing so
;
wrist flexible, finger joints flexible but firm.
Any effort I make to play with a strong tone, rapidly,
is fruitless
;
the pressure necessary to prod-ace the tone
impedes the action of my fingers. The great trouble is
to get them up quick enough. Perhaps some of the
trouble is caused by working my hands too hard. I am
in the habit of taking a difficult figure and repeating it
till the muscles refuse to move. This wag the advice of
a teacher,'but I think it is the worst thing I ever did. I
have worked on A. D. Turner’s Op. 7, No. 2, fifteen min-
utes daily for one year
;
have Improved on it much, bat
cannot play it through with a good legato without stopping
to rest my hands. The degree of power called for in
many places in this study I cannot produce, and cannot
strike the chord in next to last measure (d bbf).
In answer to your question regarding what kind of
pieces I can play in a manner to afford enjoyment to
others, I will say I am obliged to select those whose de-
mands on technic are small, and the list embraces any-
thing in the grade of the Concone studies Op. 30 and 44,
Heller, Op. 78 and 82, and the least difficult of Mendels
sohn S. W. W. I am obliged to fight shy of rapid run-
ning arpeggios; I cannot play tnem legato ana pass
the thumb smoothly
;
my thumb joint is in need of
special training for passing under. In answer to your
inquiry as to my ambition, I will say that I am devmatly
thankful for the very little ability that I possess, but I
long to travel as far on the road to musicianship as my
small talent will carry me. This ambition is no fancy,
neither is it the desire of one who is merely interested in
music
;
nor of one who has a passing fondness for it ; it
is the deep-rooted feeling of one whose love for musical
art cannot be expressed on paper; intense, devoted,
pure, reverential. If I do. not work my way through
the Haydn and Mozart sofi&tas, and master some of
Beethoven and Bach, I shall consider my existence a
blank
;
and this is only a, fraction of what 1 want to do.
You see ray taste and ambition is that of an artist, while
my technical attainments are those of a novice.
Speaking honestly, I have many misgivings as to my
talent; and on consideration of certain circumstances
under which I labor, I feel I have little to hope for. But
I believe you can understand my position : it is similar
to that of the drowning man who will catch at a straw to
save the life tiiltkjs dear to him.
My temperament is imaginative and poetical ; I am
much given to contemplation, am apassionate lover of
Nature. These gifts are a great delight to me, although
I have no opportunity to indulge then ; they are no
harmony with circumstances.
I trust you will pardon the -presumption, bat I
you by this mail a few lines, written on my way h
after a concert; te ogi . <g Beet)
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delssohn and choruses from “ Inflammatus ” and “ Crea-
tion.” I send them only because I think they will help
you to understand me. I write thus frankly, as you re-
quested. ' I thank you sincerely for taking the trouble to
write, and am respectfully yours, L.
This answer of his brings out quite strongly the danger
I mentioned of overdoing mechanical exercises on the
part of those whose hands are old and their wills reso-
lute. Such are far more liable to overdo than younger
persons. I would say, however, that the good sense of
the correspondent and his ambition are so evident that I
have hopes of him in spite of his age, although this ele-
ment is certainly against him. Age adds to the difficul-
ties of setting up new automatisms in the brain and the
muscular system
;
yet it is not impossible.
If I may give a case in point, I will mention the art of
type- writing. I am writing these remarks upon a Ham-
mond type-writer, at a speed about twice that of rapid
writing with a pen. I think faster, write with less effort,
and save half the time of composition, besides being
able, by its help, to have my “copy” in better shape for
the printer and susceptible of more thorough revision
before sending away. Did it ever occur to you that the
act of writing rapidly is one of the most complicated
automatisms that we ever establish ? Is there any one
among my readers who knows how long it is before one
gets to the point where he can think with his pen in
hand? Where he can stand out of his own light and
talk to his paper? This is exactly what I am now
doing to this instrument. I treat it exactly like a pho-
nograph. The Hammond type-writer is the most diffi-
cult of all the type- writers to learn—most difficult because,
perhaps, it is the most perfect. It writes a larger num-
ber of characters and is capable of a greater variety of
modifications. The difficulty of lemming it is in the
touch, and in the division of the letters of the alphabet
between the two hands according to a fixed® system
;
whereas, upon the others, the hands climb all over the
keyboard, and any letter is liable to be written at one
time by one hand and at another by the other. Upon the
Hammond this is not so. Certain letters are always put in
by the fingers of the left hand, and the establishment of
an automatism upon this instrument consists of forming
the habit of moving in certain directions with one hand
for certain letters and in the opposite direction with the
other for the remaining letters. It is a long time before
one can write with it as fast as with a pen. Hardly any
rapid writer will acquire his best pen speed upon it
within the first month’s practice, and I doubt whether
any old writer, accustomed to composition with a pen
for years, will become able to thinly rapidly and freely,
and improvise upon it, within six months. But practice
will do it It is now two years since I began, and I
write, as already said, twice as fast as with a pen, and
think more easily, and feel better after a half- day’s work
at it. Now, this automatism of mine is fully as difficult,
I believe, as any that enters into the playing of the easier
Beethoven sonatas or any of the Mozart-sonatas, and I
have acquired it—this is the point—since I was forty-
nine years old. Therefore, if I were forty-nine years
old, and could not play the Beethoven sonatas, I would
not hesitate to undertake to learn. It can surely®be
done. But it cannot be done by stretching the muscles,
ligaments, or any kind of purely mechanical exercises.
I would advise the improvement of your technic, if
possible, by the practice of Bach fugues upon the church
organ, with two or three manuals coupled together. Two
hours a day in this practice will limber up your fingers
much miore rapidly than anything you can do upon the
piano. It will also make the togch monotonous, but
not m(M|e so than your touch most likely is already.
There Ib something in the steady pull of the organ key,
especially when two keyboards are coupled together,
which has an effect upon my hand that no piano practice
has. It gives technic in the old-fashioned sense of the
term. For piano touch proper there is only one school,
and that is found in the intelligent use of Mason’s two-
finger exercises. There are many exercises calculated
to produce what is ordinarily called technic, but there
is no system of mechanical exercises but this, known to
me, capable of training the touch to the delicacy of
Schumann’s piano-forte effects and his discriminative
7* ~ .
emphasis. Mason’s arpeggios upon the diminished
chord are exactly what you need for training the thumb.
There is also an exercise of Seeboeck’s that would do
you a wbrld of good. It is the placing of scales, at first
slow, then faster and faster, with the thumb and oae
finger. Take each finger in turn. Play all the way up
and down the keyboard, or four octaves at least, with
the thumb and the second finger (German fingering)
;
then all the way up and down with the thumb and third
finger, thumb and fourth finger, thumb and fifth finger.
Take care in the latter, and in all, that the point of the
thumb crosses the point of the finger. Exercise the
hand away from the piano, passing the point of the finger,
especially the fifth finger, across the thumb, so that the
first or farthest joint of the little finger passes along the
inner side of the thumb as far as the length of the nail.
The thumb and finger cross, so that the end of each is a
good quarter-inch visible beyond the other.
I would, advise studying the following pieces, which, I
fancy, will interest you, and will not be above your
powers: Of the Mendelssohn Songs without Words, Nos.
3, 4, 9, 18 and 30; of the Mozart Sonatas, the slow move-
ments in the Sonata in G, No. 14, Peters edition, and
the slow movements of the Sonata and Fantasia in C
;
of Beethoven, the whole of the Sonata in G, Opus 14,
the slow movements of the Sonata Pathetique, the first
Sonata, and the air and variations in the Sonata in A
flat, Opus 28. Of Chopin, the Nocturne in E flat, Opus 9,
will not be too difficult, nor will the Prelude in D flat, in
the Preludes. The Polonaise in A major, Opus 40, and
the Polonaise in C sharp minor, Opus 37, will be practi-
cable
;
of Schumann, the selections from the Forest
Scenes, in my “Studies in Phrasing,” and the Mosz-
kowski Serenada in the same. For the practice of rapid
finger work Heller’s Tarantelle in A flat would be excel-
lent. After that take up Raff’s La Fileuse. At first
you will think it impossible, but the chances are that by
earnest study you will be able to do it. At all events,
you must practice more or less music with rapid-running
work in it. Wollenhaupt’s Whispering Winds would be
good practice for you, as also Gottsehalk’s Last Hope.
Take the ones you fancy most
;
practice one or more
until you can play them passably. The first time you
are through with them they will not go smoothly
;
later,
after a month or two, you will be able to learn them
better. I would advise the Technicon. I would not
advise so much study on exercises, but what I did prac-
tice would be different. When you have tried it, let me
know how the practice works.
[For The Etude.]
A SUGGESTION.
BY E. A. SMITH.,
What variety of thinking and opinion, what strange
ways and conflicting ways—sensible ways and senseless
ways—have these musical people.
Ideas are a good thing if they are sound and clear, but
when they rival the possible combinations of a chromatic
scale they are complex and confusing in the extreme
—
not multiplicity of thought, but unity of thought
;
not
diversion, bat concentration. These are the growing
needs of the hour. You may not wish to know why I
think the musical a peculiar people in some respects, but
I am going to lay the case before you (thereby escaping
the responsibility of judgment) and allow you the privi-
lege of judging for yourself—one of the blessings of a
firee country.
My scrap book is a good witness to call upon the stand,
and from it I gather a f%w of the discords, mayhap no
more peculiar to a musical than any other people.
In it I have found no less than three ways of inter-
preting the grace note. Standard writers and pianists are
found to champion them all—not because they all are
right, but because they were taught so. Well, who’s to
blame? The trill, the turn ana shake are also three
bones lying crosswise each other, and who is there able
to give them the horizontal position of regularity? The
various methods are a perfect Babel of opinion from the
rudiments to the virtuoso. They tell you to play with
the fingers straight, with the fingers curved, to raise
the finger curved, to raise the finger straight and let it
fall curved. To raise the knuckles, to depress the
knuckles, to keep the knuckles on a level, to play with
a loose wrist, to keep the wrist firm, to learn letters in
both clefs at the very first, to learn the letters and prac-
tice only in the treble clef for a considerable length of
lime, etc., etc. They tell you that andante is slower
|
than andantino, and that andantino is slower than an-
dante
;
in other words, translate it to suit yourself, -as
both definitions are given in several works.
Compare the various editions
;
they arq a revelation
;
they not only give & different fingering, phrasing, marks of
expression and tempo, but actually so change some of the
original manuscriptthatpobr Bach, Handel and Beethoven
must in despair have turned in their very graves and refused
to recognize their own compositions. It is easy to see
how some of these worse than blunders came about, but
difficult to see just where the sin lies, and more difficult to
know how to remedy it. Granted, that Chopin, Liszt,
et. al., taught one day and corrected the next, abridging
and revising even after their works had left the printer’s
hands ; but there is a correct edition somewhere, and
the best is what every one should use
;
but let any one
man name it, and he would be so set upon by the en-
raged musical world and critical world that he could
easily pass for a martyr if he still adhered to his faith, or
prove a heretic if he renounced it.
Touch : what an inexhaustible subject upon which to
wage a war of words. You can no more find two eminent
teachers (unless pupils of the same teacher) who teach any
one of the various phases of it and bring the same princi-
ples into play, than you can find day at the noon of night.
Do you say there is no profession where all teach the
same. Then, I say there is no profession where all is at
variance, where systems tear down systems to upbuild
systems. Grant, again, that all great men have been
obliged to step from out the ranks of the common herd
and create a way of their own, but is it necessary to tear
this great man to pieces, to unscrupulously and inaccu-
.
rately adopt a part of his methods for our own, and then
condemn the rest as well as the man ? Well, I don’t
wonder some of you blush at the names of Wagner,
Berlioz and Liszt.
Did you ever compare the various Conservatory
courses as given in their yearly catalogues ? I would like
to see two that are graded alike, that contain the same
composers, that attach the same importance to the most
important works, and that do not fail to promise diplo-
mas at the completion of said course, thereby destroying
all possibility of creating the same high standard of
musicianship, and furnishing conclusive evidence as to
the great need of such an organization, or similar, as
the American College of Musicians, where there should
be only one standard—excellence.
Church choirs are independent as the elements
;
their
petty differences are proverbial. They conflict with the
pews, with the rector, with the organ and with them-
selves
;
they have some jurisdiction, but not too much.
How much ?
All this complexity serves to amply feed the critics,
who straightway proceed to slaughter the good, bad and
indifferew—precious morsel 1 The worst of it is, they can
do it with impunity, with the best of motives, with the
worst of motives, and who shall stay the relentless hand
if such it chance to be ? Whereas, a little more of unity
and definiteness would feed the multitude instead of the
few, and partisanship would soon be absorbed, and in its
place would stand a united and progressive people,
worthy to partake of the harmonious feast that music
should ever afford.
I well understand how impossible it is for two people
to interpret the same composition in the same manner.
We have not the same sk y two days in succession, and
emotion is no less changeful than the disappearing hues
of the rainbow, but we can play the same notes, observe
the same tempo, perhaps use the same edition, and not
longer continue to enlarge the garment of discord by
putting patches about the skirt
;
rather, gather up the fray-
ing edges and make of them a garment of unity and peace.
I hope no one will say the writer apparently expects all
to play upon the same make of instruments, the same ex-
ercises printed upon the same quality of pane ; and prac-
ticed at the same hour of the day. No
;
that is simply
the other extreme. I suppose these differences originated
in a manner from the schools of all the world, so long
as there is individuality and originality existing, so long
will people differ in their way of doing things, and our
people are not one bit more behind in these traits than
any other people. What am I going to do about it ?
This brings me to the climax of my theme, and I am
going to take the liberty to suggest the possibility of
wisdom enough in the M. T. N. A. to devise a way
whereby at least one grain of unity may result. Why
not concentrate its wisdom in a committee who are
ranked among the leading musicians of our land—the
world, if you like
;
a committee composed of men who
would have the confidence of the whole Association ; they
at least would make some pertinent suggestions that
would carry much weight. But, you say, where is the
committee that can agree when individuals can scarcely
agree ? if not, then, as individuals, they certainlv could as
a whole. There is invariably division in reform ; then
let it come
;
but the reform and its result is the main
thing—a necessity—and should represent the sum total.
Subtract a few antagonists, and if the movement is a wise
one they will scarcely change the result. If not a wise
one, it had better die, and then begin again. We should
be no worse off than before. If the suggestion is not a
worthy one or a practical one, condemn it.
IBB •H
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NEW PIANO EFFECTS.
(abridged.)
BY GUSTAV STOBVE, IK “ DEE KLAVIERLEHRER. ’ ’
Translated for Tub Etude.
The term “ effect” in art is used in several senses. As
R. Wagner has well said, a work of art as a whole should
be effective, and the greater and more sustained this
effect the greater the work. But passing over this gen-
eral effect, I shall speak of a few special effects which
should occur but now and then, especially in piano play-
ing, and which are produced by variation in force and
time, by an exceptionally artistie interpretation, and by
a striking or very individual rendering.
Of these different kinds of effects the first are the most
artistic and, on that account, the most difficult. The
unexpected, and therefore often startling, transition from
“forte ” to “piano," from “pin mosso ” to “ meno
mosso,” or vice versa
,
occurring at one time with prepa-
ration, at another time without, requires, if performed
artistically, a complete mastery of the elements neces-
sary to good piano playing, viz., the ability to shade the
tone by means of a gpod technic, a skillful use of the
pedal, a clever rendering of the various degrees in force
and time, and a theoretic understanding of the phrase
in question.
I shall now describe several kinds of playing which,
on account of the impression they make, are to be re-
garded as effects in the artistic sense, and which, I think,
may be considered as new. If any one of them has been
already used, I will gladly resign all claim to priority of
discovery.
-—GLISSANDO IK THIRDS AKD SIXTHS.
To my knowledge, glissando has been played only in
single notes or in octaves
;
yet in smaller intervals it pro-
duces a most charming effect, and is much easier for
smaller hands. As different fingerings can be used, I
will mention the one which I have found to be easiest
and most effective. The difficulty of the glissando, es-
pecially that of the double glissando, consists in the fact
that different groups of muscles have to be used in en-
tirely different ways. When the position of the hand
and fingers has once been taken, not only must the joints
of the two fingers be kept rigid', but the distance between
them must not vary. This severe tension of the different
finger muscles must not interfere with the free move-
ment of the arm muscles ; as this is rather contrary to
t
physiological laws, this method of playing is difficult and
requires much practice.
In the glissando in thirds (right hand), ascending, the
lower key is pressed by the ball of thq/forefinger, the
upper key by the thumb nail. Both forefinger and
thumb must be straight and rigid. The elbow at a very
sharp angle is thrown up and forward. Descending, the
thumb, somewhat less straight, presses the lower key
with its nail, and the third finger, straight and rigid,
takes the upper key. The elbow is lowered as much as
possible
;
the wrist, on the contrary, is held high.
The glissando in sixths is done like the octave glis-
sando. The thumb takes the lower key with the ball,
while the little finger, very sharply curved, plays the upper
key with the nail. In descending, the fingers change
their position so that the thumb, much curved, presses
with the nail, whereas the little finger, completely
straightened, uses the ball. Both in ascending and
descending, wrist and elbow are held as in descending
in thirds.
,
We come now to those effects which are produced by
departing somewhat from the written text, yet in such a
way that the difference is hardly, if at all, perceptible to
the hearer. Here belong a peculiar rendering of the
short appoggiatura and the trill, as also the adding to the
chord of tones foreign to its harmony.
THE SIMULTANEOUS STRIKING OF SHORT APPOGGIATURA
AKD PRINCIPAL TONE.
When short appoggiataras are repeated in quick succes-
sion, they are often dragged, especially in the left hand,
so that, instead of being ornaments to the text, they
detract from it. When short appoggiataras occur in the
bass, I usually allow pupils of the middle grade to strike
them simultaneously with the principal note. This ren-
dering is wonderfully effective, and is justified by the fact
that notes which are in reality soundedat the same time,
Beem to the ear to have been sounded in succession. For
, example, take the charming prelude of Heller in A major.
Here^no one, unless forewarned, will perceive that
appoggiatura. principal note are struck together by
the leu hand, but will, on the contrary, receive the im-
pression of a bona fide short appoggiatura/
THE STRIKING OF SECONDS INSTEAD OF A TRILL.
In many cases too little time is given for the short
trill, and so, as is well known, we must be satisfied with
the double turn, notwithstanding the sign for the trill.
The following expedient may then be resorted to. rr"
two keys
usual manner. Thus, the trill coagists of seconds instead
of single "notes. We find here the same underlying
principle as in the rendering of the short appoggiatura,
already described. The method is easier than the usual
way, for the single staccato stroke® produce the effect of
two notes struck in succession, hence, need not be struck
a8 rapidly as the notes in a real trill. On the organ the
trill can be produced in the baas by simply holding down
the two keys, for the vibrations, blending, produce a
natural trill
;
but as this resonance is lacking in the
piano, the seconds must be struck rapidly several times.
This trill resembles that on the violin, which, as every
one knows, is played by one finger. It must be observed
here that this mode of trilling will deceive the hearer
only; the performer hears the seconds and, if far ad-
vanced, will scarcely be satisfied with the device, though
one who is not initiated can hardly tell this from a real
trill. It is better, however, to learn to play the short
trill with the thumb and third finger (the second finger
is less advisable)
;
in this ease the hand is turned from
the elbow, and this is decidedly to be preferred to the
usual way of playing the trill with pure finger touch and
quiet hand, for it can be sustained for a longer time and
enables one to master more successfully all dynamic
shadings.
This mode of trilling mast always be supported by the
pedal, and may be advantageously used in passages such
as Chopin’s Waltz in A minor, third part, in which the
composer himself undoubtedly played the trill at every
repetition of the motif, although the text shows but one
trill, viz., at the beginning; also in a part of Banner’s
‘
‘ Peslher Walzer,” where the trill in question hag a very
surprising effect, bearing a strong resemblance to the trill
on the violin
;
and, finally, in Beethoven’s Sonata in A
flat, major, where the trills in the theme of the variations
are generally given as double turns only. In this case
the trill is more difficult, for it must be played with pure
finger-touch by the third and fourth fingers, while other
keys are held down. Here two trills occur, one in the
twenty-third measure and the other in the twenty- fifth.
I should advise that the former be played with a double
turn in an animated mf tone.
THE SOUNDING OF TONES FOREIGN TO THE CHORD
WITH THE CHORD.
This device, brilliant in itself, produces a truly mag-
nificent effect when played with bravura. It is possible
in the lower octaves only and with ff. It consists in this
:
When an octave has been struck, the palm of the hand,
by a downward movement, presses three or four of the
intermediate white ' keys. The octave appears as a
strongly marked short appoggiatura and blends with its
sound the tones struck by the palm of the hand. The
strong vibration of the low strings causes the different
tones to sound as one. This effect (of course, it is sup-
ported by the pedal) may be used at the beginning of a
passage of broken chords, or in the middle of a “pedal
harmony,” * or as a brilliant final chord. Thus it is
really a pedal effect, in which the false tones are swal-
lowed up by the fullness of the accord tones. When the
octave is on the black keys the execution is very simple
;
when it is on the white keys the hand must suddenly be
lifted and thrown forward, so that the palm may press
the keys.
Hans Schmitt, in his article, “ Das Pedal des Kla-
viers,” mentions the simultaneous sounding of several
adjacent seconds. He says that this s very effective in
the highest octaves. This certainly is possible, yet I
consider the effect in the bass more sonorous. I should
like to mention, also, that in the same book it is recom-
mended that the thirty seconds which occur as appoggia-
turas in the beginning of the Scherzo in Schumann’s
Sonata in 6 minor should be struck together with their
resolutions. With regard to my trill effects, I might
quote the same author, who pithily remarks: “ The atten-
tion of the hearer must not be called to the humbug,
otherwise he will surely declare that he is not taken in.”
In the May number of the Atlantic Monthly
,
Henry
James reaches a dramatic climax in his sea|ch for the
“Aspern Papers,” which meet a most unexpected fate
in this issue. The many admirers of Charles Egbert
Craddock will be delighted with the artistic progress of
her serial novel, “ The Despot of Broomseage Cove.”
Among recent brilliant contributions to periodical litera-
ture, nothing more powerful than “ Cicero in the Sen-
ate,” by Harriet Waters Preston, has appeared ; it is an
article at once entertaining; luminous, and instructive,
i and will add materially to Miss Preston’s fame as an au-
thor. In “ The Cavalier,” by Agnes Repplier, a strong
side light is thrown upon the character and career of
Graham of Claverhouse. “The Emperor William” is
the title of a remarkably intelligent article by Herbert
Tuttle; in a quaint monograph entitled “Po’ Sandy,”
Charles W. Chesnutt shows that the ancient supersti-
tions of India have found! lodgment even among tne ne-
groes of North Carolina; and Frank Gaylord Cook’s
thoughtful article on “Reform in the Celebration of
(-S;
Marriage” forms a logical supplement to his investiga-
tions with regard to the historical aspect of marriage.
In her review of “ The American Philosophical Soci-
ety,” Anna H. Wharton indicates particular reasons why
we should be grateful to Franklin on grounds not hereto-
fore emphasized. Olive Thorne Miller contributes a
paper entitled “A Discord in Feathers.”' The usual
Book Reviews and “ Contributors’ Club” conclude an
excellent number.
[For The Etude.]
“MUSICAL NORMALS.”
BY EUGENE THAYER.
The annual “Normal Music School” first began, I
believe, years ago, at Binghamton, N. Y., under Dr.
G. F. Root, Dr. William Mason and other eminent
teachers. If there were previous attempts, I have not
heafd of them. They have since been continued in
various quarters by other teachers of equal or less re-
nown. Two or more decades of trial have shown the
merits and defects of the plan. The fact that one of its
most successful promoters (Dr. H. R. Palmer) has lat-
terly retired from the field would seem to indicate that
the soil is pretty well exhausted. If this indeed be the
ease, it is well to cast about for some other plan whereby
suburban teachers may have the advantages of first- class
instruction from the artists of our great cities. Many
of these suburban teachers cannot possibly leave their
classes in the busy season for a winter’s sojourn in the
metropolis, while they all admit the desirability of such
a project. They need new hints about teaching, new
teachers’ lists, together with many ideas only to be
gained by personal study with the foremost teachers;
and last, though not least, some restoration and recrea-
tion from the patient and most exhausting labors of their
home routine.
It seems to me that the plan devised by Mr. Sherwood
is going to solve the problem. A brief outline is as
follows: Several of the best teachers agree to spend a
part of their vacation together in some pleasant and
healthful suburban resort, giving a portion of their time
to instruction, at their usual rates; that is, charging
nothing extra for their expenses, etc. The senseless
amount of time devoted to the Do, Re, Mi business in
“Normals” (all of which they know already) will be
devoted to personal culture and- advancement. Only
the highest grade of Recitals will be given, and no time
lost by pupils boring other pupils by posing- as full-
feathered Sltists. - “
. . .
The writer has had an extended experience in musical
normals, and sometime ago foresaw their probable demise.
They died because the curriculum was not maintained at
a sufficiently high plane to command th
t
e respect and pa-
tronage of those to whom the normals made appeal. My
private opinion is that their disappearance is due to a
violation of the fundamental principle of all teaching,
viz.: “ If you would convince a man, talk to him alone ’
While here and there a bright and talented pupil would
receive benefit, the majority did not think the gain was
commensurate with the outlay of time and money.
Science—depending on facte, figures and data—can
be easily and thoroughly taught in masses or classes.
Lienee instruction in Harmony, Counterpoint, Musical
Form and Composition, as well as The Art of Teach-
ing, can readily be given in classes or by correspond-
ence. Art—depending on personal examples and de-
velopment—cannot be so taught, except in the most
limited way. In the new plan all the teaching is pri-
vate and personal
;
that is, each pupil gets precisely
what he or she personally needs. A thousand questions
and problems which they meet in their private experi-
ence can be readily met and answered—a feature entirely
unknown in the old normal method. There may be some
small classes in the studies above named, but in no case
will the number be allowed to exceed the demands of
absolutely thorough work. In the Art Studies, Piano,
Organ, etc., the teaching will be wholly and strictly by
private lessons.
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old plan, is so small that, when results are compared, the
contrast between the old and the new is immeasurably in
favor of the latter.
I am inclined to think that Sherwood’s plan is the
only solution of a problem which for years has vexed
teachers and pupils alike. His choice of locality seems
especially felicitous. The health-giving properties of
mountain air are known the world over, and its scenic
beauties hrS' by no means to be forgotten. The many
prompt responses already received show that the plan
has met the wishes and approval of teachers .and students
who desire a vacation which contributes as much to their
mental improvement as it does to personal health and
happiness.
All hail and farewell, old Normals 1
.
You served your
nd generation faithfully, and we will keep you in
remembrance. But the . ..
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that a pupil dught to employ every day iu the
study of the piano? How should the practice
be distributed in this number of hours?_ UlSltlUlllCU HI 11119 H U 111 Mv5I ilVUIO 1
In answer to the first question, I would
that one hour a day, divided into two half he
* School of Mechanism.
never leaves you without saying, “ Won’t
you give me something new?” When she is
going to play in company, she changes her mind
several times
;
tells you, after a week’s practice,
that she wishes to give up the piece she has
chosen, and asks for another. The new one is not
in her style, either
;
she must have a third. This,
perhaps, is too easy, and she returns to the first.
The Captious Pupil.—She talks about every-
thing, not always to the purpose ; she will not
agree that one crotchet is equal to two quavers
without trying to prove otherwise. Voluntarily
or instinctively she will try to make out that
you are wrong, and will accuse you of contra-
diction if she can find the least digression from
the uniformity of your teaching. Instead of
having the confidence in you that your talent
and character ought to inspire in her, she takes
advice right and left, consults this person, imi-
tates that one, least proper to serve as models,
and so gives you unknown collaborators. The
captious pupil will always find excellent reasons
for every absurdity, and thus loses precious time
in a flood of useless words, as tiresome for the
professor as injurious to herself. vj
The Vain Pupil.—This pupil only finds a
piece sufficiently difficult when she cannot play
it. To hear her talk, you would think she was
on intimate terms with the greatest artists; that
she was in the habit of receiving advice and
encouragement from them, and often played
with them. She never ceases to talk of her
accompaniment lesson, and of the grand piano
her father is about to buy for her.
The Frivolous Pupil.—She is fro 8} fifteen to
twenty years old; laughs at everything
;
replies
to every remark with a smile of a woman of the
world, and considers the lesson a pastime and
music a distraction merely.
We have also the fault-finding pupil
,
who
thinks nobody has talent, criticised incessantly,
and takes a dislike to every piece that is not
of her own choice; the discouraged pupil
,
who
is surprised at not succeeding without practice;
the nervous pupil
,
who cries, and trembles, and
chokes every time she attempts to play, etc., etc.
There is no end to the different types that the
teacher meets in his career.
I have already said “everything lies in know-
ing how to practise.” The teacher, above all
things, should firmly establish the fundamental
principles which form the basis of good playing.
He should next seek to initiate pupils to the
special processes, to the thousand little ways by
which the difficulties that are presented at every
step can be triumphed over. The subject is a
complex one, and to throw light upon it, I
shall be obliged to enter upon some details which
are necessarily very dry.
Practise slowly, very slowly
;
always keep the
'
forearm perfectly flexible
;
press the key com-
pletely down, strike it with the finger placed
very close to the ivory, quickly, with precision,
in a firm way, so as to make the note sound
distinctly, and to give to it a fullness of tone.
This is the first rule, from which the pupil must
never depart. The application of these princi-
ples has for its object the obtaining from the
piano a full, rich quality of sound, a vocal tone,
if I may so express it. Now if the arm is con-
tracted, the sound becomes hard; if the key is
not completely pressed down, it loses round-
ness and precision, and if the fingers are raised
too high, in re-falling on the keyboard they
produce a clattering noise, and the playing
becomes hard and shrill. It must be under-
stood that these rules which I have stated are
all of the highest importance, and great care is
requisite to put them thoroughly into practice.
The different faculties that nature has bestowed
upon us should he constantly alive to attain the
proposed aim. Everything should be put into
play
;
the eyes to watch over the holding of the
hands and the movement of the lingers; the ear
to appreciate the character of the sound
;
the
will to sustain the efforts;, the intelligence to
analyze the details and io direct the whole.
When I spoke in a preceding chapter of the
study of mechanism, I addressed myself more
particularly to the teacher, but my words are
now directed to the student. As I before re-
marked, without a serious study of mechanism,
only very incomplete results can be obtained.
Let me again recommend that in this work a
sustained attention and an Indefatigable perse-
verance be brought to it. Let the pupil bear
constantly in mind that the forearm must be
kept absolutely flexible
;
that the exercises be
practised slowly, always slowly
,
striking the keys
with precision, with weight, and that the same
energy must be expended in the action of the
fourth and fifth fingers, as with the others. On
I fTw i EvTi
years of care, patience and effort, receives in
return for his zeal only chilling indifference, or
exasperating ill-will, can it be wondered at that
he ends by morally abandoning his pupil, by
confining himself to the bare limits of duty?
A teacher yields by contract, his time and his
advice; but his fervor, his devotion, the living
powers of his mind and intelligence—these are
given, for they cannot be paid for. They are
given generously and affectionately, if in return
he receives con fideneefzeal and love.
XIII.
THE METHOD OF PRACTICE.
The advice that I have just given'* to pupils,
applies less to the piano itself than to the duty
they owe to the teachers who are called to
direct their musical education. This advice
would be incomplete if I did not add here some
instructions on the best way of practising to
attain good results with certainty.
is better to return several times to an important
point rather than let any doubt or uncertainty
arise.
A few words now on a detail relative still to
the study of technique. Here I cannot very
well avoid a demonstration which touches the
anatomy of the hand. *
It will be noticed in examining the eon-
|
formation of the hand, that the fourth finger is
under entire dependence upon the third. Be-
tween the two tendons, which ou the back of
the hand form, in some sort, the lower pro-
longation of these two fingers—a third tendon,
placed obliquely, joins both and prevents the
ascending movement of the fourth finger, when
the middle finger is lowered.
Hence there is a difficulty, every time this
finger is lowered on a white key, and the fourth
is raised on a black. This fact stated, everv
intelligent student will understand that in order
to make the fourth, finger quite independent of
the third, it is necessary to practise particularly
those exercises In which the- two fingers occupy
on the keyboard the position I have just
described. This position Is presented in both
hands in the four scales: E minor, B minor,
Bb major and Bb minor.
Since we are speaking of the scales, let me
be permitted to reproduce here what I have said
on this subject in one of my works.* “The
equality of strength and the perfect unison of
the hands, form the greatest difficulty in the
study of the scales.
“ The cause of this inequality rests in the left
hand, which, besides its relative weakness, is
generally exercised less than the right hand.
To make the two hands move nearly equal, it will
be useful, thee, before playing them together,
to practise the left hand separately and slowly.”
To this recommendation I will add another, that
of running through four octaves so that the
scale be measured, and that the .accent may fall
successively on the first, the second, the third,
and the fourth degrees. In this way you avoid
placing on the tonic an accent which, being re-
produced every seven notes, takes from the
execution of a scale the breadth and command
which it ought to have. It is hardly necessary
to insist upon the practice of the four scales
before mentioned, where the third and fourth
fingers occupy inconvenient positions, the cause
of which I have pointed out.
I have now come to the special processes
by which the many obstacles encountered in
an dtude or piece may be overcome.. These
processes necessarily vary, and it would be
difficult to give precise rules. However, there
are some few principles which cannot be departed
from without danger, and those that we have
referred to in the study of technique are here
again applicable, insomuch as, to acquire a
really fine-execution, it is necessary first to sur-
mount all *he material difficulties which the
gymnastics of the fingers present.
Before studying the piece as a whole, before
attempting its perfect interpretation- in style,
color and character, there is a preparatory work
which is absolutely indispensable. This work
consists in converting into exercises all the pas-
sages which contain difficulties in execution.
These passages should be practised slowly,
sometimes with the hands separately, and the
time should be counted aloud if the measure
contains a complication of notes of different
values. After' practising them one by one,
they should be united, two by two, three by
three, always slowly, Until they are known suffi-
ciently well to be connected in their whole.
These preparatory exercises may be modified in
design, sometimes by adding a holding note to
separate the rebellious fingers better; sometimes
reversing the run, that is to say, practising the
run descending, if it is to be played ascending,
and ascending if it is written descending.
All this, to be well understood and well ren-
dered, requires not only care and application,
but intelligence and a certain inventive mind.
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will suffice for a child who is just beginning the
study of music, for it is necessary, above all
things, to avoid fatigue, and the dislike that it
invariably gives rise to. But when once the
pupil has accomplished the elementary lessons,
two hours ' will become necessary for him to
.make good progress. Later, when he lias ma-
tured a little more, if it is discovered that he
has talent which promises brilliant results in the
future, if he is endowed with an earnest and at
tfie same time serious character, if an irresistible
attraction leads him frequently to bis piano,
with three hours, and even four hours a day,
these results, of course, will be more rapidly
obtained. If later still he is destined to be a
teacher, or if he aspires to become a distin-
guished artist, and if he has ambition that will
warrant his achieving great skill, he will him-
self find time for a fifth and a sixth hour. Some
particulars are necessary about the distribution
of the practice.
It is not generally understood that the music published
in The Etude can be had in regular sheet music form.
Every piece, after it appears in the monthly issue, is'
printed separately, with appropriate title. Any one who
will subscribe for all the music we issue in The Etude
can have it at an exceedingly low figure." We have
printed a circular setting forth full information about this
point. Send for the circular if you desire to procure good
music at a very large discount.
The test of a work is in its enduring qualities. “ Fill-
more’s Pianoforte Music” is a work that is used more
now than ever. The sales are constantly increasing by
the book being introduced as a text-book into colleges
aed music schools. It is just what a live teacher needs
to enhance the interest of his or her class. No better
insight into the life and characters of the leading com-
posers can be gained than is found in this book.. It is a
very readable book, and will make delightful reading
during the summer days. No greater compliment to this
work could be given than the fact that lately it has been
reprinted in England by a prominent English firm.
“Lessons in M usical,0jstory.” by J. C. Kfllmore, is
finished. It is a work that teachers generally will desire.
It gives a comprehensive outline of musical history
since the Christian era, with one chapter devoted to
Ancient History. It will impart such a knowledge of the
subject as is indispensable to the graduates of con-
servatories of music and literary institutions. The work
has been especially designed for instructive purposes,
copious marginal notes and questions covering the points
of each chapter, extensive chronological tables, illus-
trations of obsolete instruments and examples of old
notations, etc., etc. The book was begun in The Etude
Dee., ’87, and was continued as a serial for nearly a
year. The readers of The Etude are therefore ac-
quainted with the nature of the work. It makes a very
readable volume for every musical student.
Theodore Presses. Esq:
—
My Dear Sir :—I have this day received and carefully
j
re-examined Prof. Fillmore’s “ Lessons in Musical His-
tory,” and beg to say that it strikes me as the most con-
venient synopsis of musical history during the Christian
Em that I have seen. Its clear style, its logical Arrange-
ment and the questions for the student’s use in examin-
ing himself, are all quite likely to grow upon the reader’s
appreciation the more he uses the book. It is just the
thing for a class manual of musical history, and if I con-
tinue in my present place another year as lecturer upon
musical history in the Chicago Musical College, I propose
to adopt it there. Respectfully yours,
W. S. B. Mathews.
Quite frequently we have inquiries for back numbers
of The Etude, which teachers desire to qse with their
pupils, not only for the sake of the music they contain,
out also for the reading matter. We have quite a num-
ber of these that could be used for this purpose. They
will be sold to teachers for this purpose tor 10 cents
or 76 cents per dozen. This is just one-half the
he Bubscripti
published. It is just what the music "lo^er desires during
the summer months. It is as entertaining to a music stu-
dent as a novel. After the 1st of July the book caa
only be bought at regular rates
;
until then our offer to
send it for one dollar, postpaid, will continue in force.
Both the first and second volume will be sent until the
first of July for only $2.00 It is gratifying to see that
many are availing themselves of this liberal offer.
During July, August and September we will send The
Etude to any pupil for only 80 cents, There are many
teachers who have bright and promising pupils, whose
interest must not be allowed to die out altogether daring
the summer months. They need just something like The
Etude to keep alive the interest. Almost every teacher
has one or more pupils of this kind. Many teachers
have found this plan very successful in the past. Give
it a trial yourself. Only good can result from the experi-
ment.
With this issue every subscriber whose paid up sub-
scription has expired, will receive a blank, filled out,
showing how their account with The Etude stands. Let
all these arrearages be settled now. If lie paper is not
desired any longer, it can be stopped by paying what is
due, and giving notice to discontinue. The Etude is
specifically a pianoforte journal, and those who teach
piano cannot well afford to be without it; to discontinue
its subscription is to take away a great source of encour-
agement and inspiration, and is bound to tell in one’s
teaching in the end. There is freshness and vigor in the
teaching of the live teacher, who keeps abreast of the
times by studying and reading. The Etude contains,
•from month to month, the best thoughts by the best
thinkers in the profession
;
the teachers who will deny
themselves the benefit which a subscription to this
affords, are really penny wise and pound foolish. We can
boldly call on all to pay up the arrearage, as we have
done our part in presenting the best reading matter
available for musical education.
In sending your subscription, it is an easy matter to
E
roeure one other, either friend or pupil, who would be
enefited by such a journal as The Etude. We will, for
the benefit of those who are in arrears, and will seed
the subscription during the month of June, send a copy
of the following to all who will send one ’other and their
own subscriptions.
Practical Harmony Dr. F. L. Eitter. Ways and
Wherefores of -Music, Elementary, H. S. Vinittg, A
teacher’s pocket Metronome. A copy of the Musician.
Allegrando, ss musical game. Sheet Music, (our own
publication) $2.00. Music Teacher’s Class Book,
t This list of premiums is also available to those who
are not in arrears, but will only hold good during the
month of Jane.
“RAINBOW REFERENCE CART
An Aid for teaching the Form and Fingering of the Seales. Seven
Ways of Fingering shewn by the Seven Cetera of the Rainbow.
VALUABLE RECOMMENDATIONS,
“ I think that Miss Belcher’s ingenious device will be found useful,
especially to beginners, in aiding them to systematize and remember
the fingering of the scales.”
Orange, Feb. 7th, 1888.
_____
WILLIAM MASON.
“ The study of music requires mesial as well as physical ability. Ana~
hjzing, classifying and reasoning greatly facilitate the acquirement of har-
mony, rhythm and touch. Even in the earliest stages, the sooner these
faculties of the mind are called into action the batter. Any one who
can present the structure and fingering of the scales to a young student
in a way that will develop these powers does good work. Since I believs
Miss Belcher has invented an attractive and ingenious card for this pur-
pose, I cheerfully recommend it."
. WM. H. SHERWOOD.
Chiekering Mall, New York, Feb. 18th, 1888.
“ In Miss Kate A. Belcher’s Rainbow Guide for the Fourth Finger
form and color are cleverly used to draw attention to, and fix In the
learned.mind, the facts to be I should judge the «Hects of Its i
real development of the powers of pereeptloi
flcation.”
Steimeay Hall, New York, Starch 6th, 1888.
A. R. PARSONS.
Bteinway Hall, New York March 8th, 1888.
“ I fully endorse what my friend, Dr. Mason, says of Miss Belcher's
excellent device, and I think it will be of great service to our young
students of the pianoforte."
8. B. MILLS.
‘Miss Kate Belcher:
—
Chiekering Hell, March Slet, 1888.
more good work will bq accomplished than by almost
any other available means, at least it is worth the while
for active, progressive teachers to make the experiment.
No particular numbers will be sent. We will send those
lave on hand, but they will always be
complete and in good order.
The second volume of “ How to Understand Music ”
ositivelybe ready for distribution by the 1st of July,
contain more pages than volume one, and be one
“ I find your ‘ Rainbow Card’ a simple explanation for the fingering
of the scales ou the piano, calculated to facilitate their study."
Very truly yours, H. A. KELSO, J».
-
" It certainly fixes a method of finger grouping in the mind of the
player, and deserves to be in general use, especially with young stu-
dent"” L. A. RUSSELL.
PRICK 50 CESTO. IMseewit 1& IPene&eti.
Address MISS KATE H. BELCHER,
V \ Irvington, Mow Jersey
eBS ^AlS''’^L80 BY
DEKSIAND MDSIG.
VOL., II.
Peic®, $1.50.
The second volume of “How to Understand Magie”
will be found even more interesting and important than
the first. It contains
Biohard Wagners A Study of M» Life, Ideal, Style, and
Ms Master Works.
Hector Herlies,
Frans Schubert.
The Psychological Halations of ifmaie.
The Tonal System Historically and Msttematiaally Com-
siderad
;
Temperament. —
The Tenia Sol-Fa.
Tfie Rationale of Plane Teaching, 'with Courses of Study
by Mines. Csrreao, Ewe-King, Messrs.Wm. Mason, B. I.
Lang®, C. B. Cady, Until Liebling, Frederick @rsai
Gleason, and others.
The Limits ©f Self-Culture in Mutic,
A Sketch of Musical History, with especial reference to
the Steps by which the Art of Music has advanced in
Different Countries and Periodsr ami the Causes Mainly
Instrumental in Effecting each Step in Advance,
Greek Drama, and it* Relation to the Modern Musical
Drama.
In this volume Mr. Mathews has abandoned the object-
lesson form, which proved so unattractive to the average
reader of the first part of his first volume, and has taken
in place of it a clear and comprehensive literary style,
alike convenient to the casual reader and the student.
The subject matter of the present volume, as will be
seen from the titles, properly forms a sequel to that of
the first volume, appealing to a higher and more mature
musical mind. The essays upon Berlioz and Schubert are
little more extended than those of the first volume, but
that upon Wagner and his works amounts to a thorough
study of his entire career and a just estimate of his actual
achievements in the domain of art. It is, perhaps, not
too much to say that this part of the new volume will be
regarded by Wagner scholars as the most commendable,
part of it. The student will find the account of the four
operas of the Niebelung Ring and of Parsifal among the
most interestinjlgleseFiptions of these great works that
have appeared in' English. They are reprinted from the
author’s letters to the Chicago Daily News, in 1884. A
part ofthe essays embraced in the Wagner study were pub-
lished in the unofficial programme boo* of the Chicago
Musical Festival of 1884, and were read by many under
the impression that they were translations from one of
the best German writers. No less a judge than John
Howard, after reading the work a second time, addressed
a letter to Mr. Mathews, asking the name of the German
writer, supposing it had been inadvertently omitted.
They are wholly original.
The three essays upon the Psychological Relations of
be to combinp, in the case of little pupils, an agreeable pastime with s
c ion, <M#crini!n»tfen ®sd classl-
Music, the Tonal System and the Tonic. Sol-Fa, belong
together, and constitute one of the moat thorough popu-
lar expositions of the mechanism of musical thinking
that exists in the English language. These three sub-
jects together occupy upward of fifly large pages.
The article upon the .Rationale of Piano Teaching is a
sequel to them, depending upon certain conclusions ar-
rived at in the former essays, and illustrating the method
of applying principles to musical education- The addi-
tion "of a large number of courses of study by prominent
pianists will prove of interest to almost every reader.
The essay upon Musical History is understood to be a
sort of advance notice of the third volume of “ How to
Understand Music,” upon which the author ha* already
been engaged for more than two years. It is in an advanced
state of preparation, and will probably be completed
within a Year. It will take the place of a musical his-
! n
y s
tory, giving in a single volume, tne sixe of the first vol-
ume of the same work, the substance of the entire course
of musical history as given by Mr. Mathews it his lec-
tures on musical history at the Chicago Musical College,
and as contained in the large works of F6tis, Naumana,
Brendel, Ambros, and others.
This second volume of Mr. Mathews’ work appeals to
literary readers as well as the purely musical. For the
latter it furnishes the most convenient summaries avail-
« V et t * 1L “A. _ A— 1 JR
•"or the general r<
qually acceptable.
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• TEACHER’S
POCKET METRONOME
SIM, OIIIEIIEST, SE1I US BRIBE.
BT
.
ALOYS HENKES.
TRANSLATED BY Is , I. THOMPSON.
Price, IS Cents*
A USEFUL PAMPHLET FOEEVEEY TEACHER
(G. Sohirmer, Jr.)
28 West Street, Boston, Mass,
We will send our Catalogue of Music (the finest pub-
lished in this country), free, to any Teacher.
ACCOUNTS OPENED ON VERY FAVORABLE TERMS.
ALL ORDERS FILLED THE DAY RECEIVED!!!
IMPORTANT FOR ORGANISTS.
Organists who wish to keep themselves informed of
new Publications, French, German, English or Ameri-
can, for their instruments, can have this done, free of
charge, by sending us their names.
THEO. PRKS8EE, '
'PHILADELPHIA, PA,
TUNING- FORKS
FRENCH PITCH.
Large Size, A arid C.
Small Size, A and C,
PfiCE 40 CENTS EACH.
These have been especially manufactured for us.
address THEO, PRESSER,
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
FOB SINGERS AMD TEACHERS.
1 Simmer Term at Summer Prices,
At Erie
,
Pa., during July and August,
Price, IN ickel-plated, 50 Cents, Wet, Postpaid.
Giving the correct Metronomic Marks after the
Maelzel Standard, together with the
True Tempos of all the Dances. H. A. POLAND,
Watch and Clock Repairing Co,,These instruments have been especially manufactured
for The Etude, and will be sent as a premium to any one
sending two subscribers.
Mr. Myer has the pleasure npTiAT i v mj-jin
of announcing the following ul JjvlALIlliD I
The Study op “Artistic Tone Production,” ‘‘Voice
Development,” “Tone Color,” “Vowel Form,” “Ap-
plied Deep Breathing,” “Interpretation,” “The
Principles of Teaching,” etc.
A rare chance for those who may desire not only to
study the true principles of Voice Culture and Singing
for their own improvement, but to learn how to impart
the ideas to others.
„
Erie is a beautiful little city, situated on LakYErie
;
is
cool and delightful during the summer months.
For particulars, address
23 Union Square
,
New York.
Mr. Myer is well known as the author of “ Truths of Importance
to Vocalists,” “ Voice-Training Exercises,” and the late decided, suc-
cess, “The Voice from s Practical Standpoint,’’',
CHRONOMETERS,
CALENDAR WATCHES, REPEATERS AND CHRONOGRAPHS,
ASTRONOMICAL CLOCKS, MUSICAL BOXES.
Dealer In Watches, Clocks and Jewelry.
Repairing and adjusting a specialty. Orders by mail
promptly attended to.
15 South 18th Street,
PHILADKIjPHIA, fa.
(For reference apply to Publishers of TH* Stud*.)
Philadelphia, Pa.,
1704, Chestnut Street,
President, Max Lkckneb,
102 H. Alabama Street,
Indianapolis, Ind,
Secretary-Treasurer, H. S. Pxbkins,
162 State Street,
-•fr- "s Chicago, 111,
noE,76 Gents, in Paper; 91.00 in Boards.
of the greatest importance to students of har-
. the piano-forte. There is no other work of
in .our language, and we are sure that it will
distinguished place in our system of musical
It takes the pupil over
The lewhali SfEvans Music G
the whole ground of
harmony. All the rales are covered in exercises of the
most varied kind, to be plsyfd at the piano-forte. It is a
good preparation for the art of composition and improvi-
sation, calculated to incite the student- to musical pro-
duction. The work will help greatly to facilitate the
young musician’s difficult task regarding the thorough
study of harmony.
THEO. PRESSES,
# Publisher,
1704 Chestnut Street.
Publishers and Importers,
CINCINNATI, 0,, *
Take pleasure in announcing a series of
Concert Pieces for the Organ
Arranged and edited by the eminent organ virtuoso,
C..JLAR33NCE EDD IT®
The first two of which
—
JPautaaie on Themes from “ Faust,” ..... Gounod
Price, SI.76, and
“ Pilgrims* Chorus,” from “ Tannhauser,” . Wagner
Price, 80 Cents,
Are now ready. A sample title page of the whole series will be sent
on application. AJao just issued
—
,.
TOMS’A AUCOB (Beturn Again),
Romanza for Mezzo-Soprano or Tenor. (English version by Frederic
W. Soot.) Composed by 8IG. ALBINO GORNO (Professor in the
College of Music, Cincinnati). ........ Price,, 60 Cents.
By the same Composer
—
Mi Tradisfci"(2’14®M. hast betrayed me) . . . Price, 76 Cents
Romance for Tenor.
K’on Ti Seordar Di Mi (I>o not forget me) Prise, BO Cents.
Romance for Soprano.
The usual Discount to the Profession.
IWELfte ANNUAL MEETING,
AT CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday
,
July 3, 4, 5 and 8, 1888, ^
Executive Committee. Programme Committee.
Amt Fat, Chicago. Louis Maas, Baton.
Hknbt B. Boner, Chicago. A. A Parsons, Ntm York.
Dm. F. Zieqeeld, Chicago. Frederic W. Boot, €fW«j
Examining Oommittm of Atturicm Otmpoeitiem,
Calixa Lavau.es, Otto 8inoer,
165 Tremout Street, Baaton, Mass. Cincinnati, Ohio.
Albert A. Stanley,
14 Pallas Street, Providence, A I.DACTYLIOK
FOR PIAMO STUDENTS.
A new invention of great practical value and real benefit to the Piano
Player.
By GEO. H. HOWARD, A.M.
,
^
PRICE, $1.50.
Easily Understood. Interesting. Thorough. Adapted for a short course
or tor an extended period of study. A great saving of
'
time to teachers. A real help to students.
This work is being received with great favor, and is already intro-
duced in several of the best conservatories in this country. In pamphlet
form it has had a large sale, and now that it is completed, it soeffie sure
to take a leading place among works on Harmony.
Simple explanations, short sentences and plain language throughout
are features which will commend themselves to teachers and students.
It will lead students not only to a theoretical acquaintance with Har-
mony, but also to become able to distinguish Intervals, chorda, progrea-
sion and treatments by ear as readily as with the eye.
By means of an agreeable variety of exercises the interest Of the
course is well sustained. It will not be fonnd dry by any careful stu-
dent. Many of the exercises are decidedly novel in a text-book of this
kind, never having appeared before.
The book will be found interesting and helpful in every way to the
teacher and the pupil. It is also rich in suggestions for general Im-
provement and In reviews. In advanced study it will be found Invalu-
able.
(
The conviction of its excellence will strengthen a* it U
used, and it ia safe to predict that this will prove the moat
popular work on Harmony yet published.
Address
ToYoung Music Teachers
:
Realizing that the main difficulty of pursuing a sys-
tematic and progressive course in your teaching is due
to the want of facilities constantly enjoyed in our great
metropolis, I have decided to devote a portion of my
time to letters of instruction in The Aft of Teaching
as used by me with great success for over thirty years.
I shall be happy to send a full descriptive circular upon
request.
• EUGENE THAYER, Mm. Doc,,
1428 Paris Avenue, New York City.
To strengthen the fingers.
To improve the touch.
To ensure flexibility and rapidity.
To give correct position of the hand.
To save time and a vast amount of labor.
Price, $3.50, Net.
Unqualified endorsement of leading artiste and teachers, among whi
are S. B. Mills. Dr. Louis Maas, Madame Hive-Kino, W. H. Shi
wood, Robert Goldbeok, Carlyle Petebbslea, etc., etc.
Send for circular giving detailed information.
Address THEOnORE PKWER.
E have on hand and for sale, on reasonable terms, a very de]
sirable LITHOGRAPHIC PLANT, including
A N JJ J AAIAA1A. U M1UUA 1U1UUU1IU1U X ILIIUU
with “ Patent Taking-oiT Apparatus ” and “ Wetting Fountain,” sent
as a Sample Press, extra finished, with all the latest improvements;
takes stone 24 by 32*. Those in need of above will do well to call and
examine before purchasing.
Address ETUDE OFFICE.
Bound volumes of The Etude for 1887 are now ready.
Price, $2.50 net, postpaid.
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelpb
WANTED.-—A Summer Engagement. An experienced tpiano and theory, a member of The American Oollegs
cians, will accept a situation in a good summer school.
Address 8. P., care Tas ©rests,
WANTED.—First-class music teacher would like to open a Schoolfor Music and German and French (other branches not ex-cluded) for four to five months during this coming summer, in
some summer resort or in private family. Mountain region preferred.
Reference* exchanged. Address Miss G. SCHUMANN, ©topi OrnoE,
iti
PIANO PRIMEROp Beyond the Icebergs,
A HEW OOMIO OPERA IN THREE ACTS,
'
' WITH ORIGINAL WORDS AND MUSIC,
Complete libretto can be furnished on application
By Benjamin Cross, Jr,
By H. E. PALMER.
A systematic and . clear explanation
Fundamental Principles of
PIANO-FORTE PLAYING
have attained an-
PURCHASED PRE-EMINENC
Which establishes them m
UNEQUALED
prise, mi-ae
Stiff Pis»§ folly fciatoi for I f«m%
Wi. KMABE % CO.,
+ SPENGLER’S +
System of Technic,
- FOR THE PIANO-FORTE.
. :
PMC*, 91 .00* MmpClotMa OO
Jtft Original tad flighty Interesting Wof^ Jo
i
Piofessional and Amateur. .
JruST FVBL18HJSD.
We offer in this System of Technic a work that is
calculated to arouse new interest and enthusiasm, and
point out the road to higher and nobler possibilities.
While the aim* has been to set before the player
new and interesting matter, yet the more important
facte are constantly kept in the foreground, to wit;
—
to develope the weaker- fingers, ana ,£o equalize the
touch, to create an independence of execution,' to ac-
custom fingers and hands alike to every possible posi-
tion in ail major and minor keys, and to cultivate the
mind as well as the fingers. «
“ W® know ao other work In which a musical student can ie&ra so
much about harmony in fifty pages of text and examples for exer-
cise."—n* Nation, New York.
This work i* based on the ideas of D*. Hugo Human*, and hws as
an appendix his lecture on “ The Nature of Harmony.”
“ A careful perusal (of this) will enable students to gee clearly the
drift of modern fpeeutation in music.”— The Nation.
Dr. Biemann, “ The greatest living magical theorist.”—T&s Nation.
By E. E. AYERS,
Price. One Dollar, Post-paid.
It ia well known that many of our most valuable work* on musical
theory are rendered almost useless to the average student, being posi-
tively incomprehensible by reason of the labored and careless style in
which they arc written. Especially is this true of translations of Ger
man text-books. These books may be characterised by their long sad
involved sentences, ambiguities without number, and sometimes entire
priods that express nothing whatever. Especially is this true of our
‘‘Text-books on Counterpoint.” They are written by profound musical
scholars, and yet written evidently long after they had forgotten the
slow and easy steps by which they themselves arrived at their conclu-
sions.
The author of this new work thoroughly believes In taking the timid
student of the musical art by the hand and leading Mm gently, by easy
steps, to the.heights of Parnassus.
It is with pleasure that we announce this new book on counterpoint,
written originally in the English language. It dearly marks out all
the student’s"work for him, and assigns him his definite writing exer-
cises in each chapter. These tasks being indicated in their proper
place, the student may not be in doubt aa to his work for a moment.
This Metronome is absolutely correct,
very simple in construction and
can not get out of order.
Advice to Young Students of the Pianoforte
By ALBERT w. BO.KST.
By J. O. FILLMORE.
“Mr. Fillmore deserves the thanks of the musical people for . ming
written a very readable book oa an interesting subject. * * * 8hbw»v
an intelligence rare among English writers on such topics.”—Tha Na-
tion, New York.
“We most cordially recommend this little volume as being thoroughly
interesting and most ’useful to all who desire to study wp subject at
which it treats.—The AtAameum, London. England.
Endorsed by ail the leading pianists and teachers of America.
We Present a Few Communications ®et of Many Received i
“ As one reads it the wonder grows how so small a book could be
made to contain so much good information.”—W. S. B. Mathew*.
“ It is worthy of vary high commendation.”—Da. W». Mason.
“ I can only express myself in the highest term* of praise concerning
it.”—
D
m. Louis Maas.
“1 wish every one of my pupils to read and study this work.”—Va.'
H Sheewood.
“It is a mine of valuable information forth® student, and should be
in the hands of everyone interested in music.”—H. Ciabknc* Eddy.
“ It is an extremely well-written and instructive work, and should,
in my judgment, be in the hands of every earnest piano student.”
—
Dudley Buck. ~
,
“ I consider It a very valuable work, and one that ought to be in the
library of every student of the piano.”—
M
m. Juma KivR-XiNO.
“ The book ia well adapted to teaching, and 1 shall gladly introduce
itto my pupils.”— E8m.LiKBi.iN0.' ’• ' * " ' '
.
“ An excellent work.”—
A
my Fay.
“Every pianr pupil ought to read it.”—
K
ichaeb g*c*¥t».
“Will prove s. great aid to all earnest students.”—Hi A. Claeke.
“The author ia evidently master of his subject.”—JOHN S. Dwioh*.
Some good advice for every one studying the piano.
1617 SPRUCE STREET,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
WHAT SHALL WE PLAY®
By GAEL EEINECKE.
FBI®*, as Cta.
Letters from a renowned musician and teacher to a lady.
NHTUre-FGF + HHRMONY.
By Dr. HUGO RIEMANN.
(Second Edition.) ' PUCE, m
An exposition of some modern ideas of Harmony.
MUSICAL GAME.
ALLEGRANDO
Instruction and Pleasure Combined.
'
k 8PLENID GAME FOR EVERY HOME.
This game consist* of card*, on which the different notes and rests
are printed, one on every card. After a number are distributed among
the players, the cards are played in succession and added together as
By G A. MACOROIJg.
Among the many tonics treated in this little
are “On a good touch,” “Repose in playing,” “5
in playing,” etc., etc. Price, 10 cents.
INSTRUCTION BOOK
m THE
NATURAL ART OF SINGING.
A newly-devised Method for Teaching Singing School* and Training
Choirs. K4 pages, for SS.50 per doxea Sample mailed, on receipt of
fifteen cents, by the
JOHiMSOM PUBLISHING CO.,
MILTON {NORTHUMBERLAND CO.), JPA.
in which music is written,
Iteeognized bj leading musicians as the most scientific and perfect appliance ever brought before the musical world for preparing the hand to overcome all technical
difficulties. It is not a dumb keyboard, but a scientific instrument, founded upon important physiological principles, and has the advantage of exercising details of the
hand’s mechanism which derive too little development by keyboard exercise to enable them to contribute their important functions in the production of the many qualities
of touch and genera! mastery of technique which is needed, for advancement in piano playing. It gives relief from monotonous exercises at the .piano, by the attainment
«f physical result® rapidly produced, and has received the approval of medical men as being, founded on scientific principles, and reducing the physiological, side of pi&np
flaying- to & systematic ana' intelligible basis.
‘
For a perfect technique, the muscles of the fingers, hands and arms must be entirely under the control of the will-power. At the piano, the attention is necessarily apt to
Be draws away from the muscular action to the musical effect produced, thereby only indirectly training the muscles. Gymnastic exercises, on the contrary, are more apt
to direct the whole attention to the mental efforts necessary to satisfactorily bring about the complicated nervous and muscular actions which are required for each controlled
movement of a finger or wrist. Many eminent pianists testify that one half-hour with the Technicon is equal to two hours of technical exercises at the piano.
VALUABLE TESTIMONY FJROM LEADING PROFESSORS AND EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS.
SiKMsii'ly Iteemeeilrt for nse In Conservatories and (Softools, as. It Effect® a Great Saving1 In Wear and Tear of Pianos.
“I (tally concur te the truthful elutions of the problems «*. St. Makt’s Aoadkxt, Notre Dame, Indian*,
which piano .players will hare to thank yon sad your invention, flL , , “ We have published the Technicon in this year’s prcapeetM
tbe Technicon fer in s superlative degree, as soon as they are of the Academy, and recommend it to other communities be»
able to know Us rain®. The result* gained by myself and pn- 1 " "'.SSL JrW side our own, as we find it fully answers the purposes claimed
pile from over two ymrif experience with it sr® not only highly fiSHt^ a aQdMMa for it. Ton may place ns in yonr list of endorsers of the Tech*
»ati*factory, but I find its advantages constantly increasing?’ IjPSHk nicon with our entire satisfaction,”
WI. H. SHBBW0O®. E IS SISTSR M. ELIZABETH,jBTvm Mm Vlijlk. Dhrm&rem of JMim® Dop't.
* Tfe* Teehaiee® is . emlculated to revoIattoBto all hitherto (HifBHY II /.uBk J _
, .. ..
_ , „ ,
known modes of preparing the physical organization to obey jH9w II u iBl .. wH*!™ Assst, Toronto, Ganada.
the player’s will. Fot some time past, a part of every lesson in JBr ffl P ^ Y Wadopted the Technicon in all onr academies, with
my music room has TOBsWed of “ Technicon Drill” and with Jgf ll WI itafflSNr A pro ' fiftaTWR M MAUOARTTA
the happiest results, mente. and muscular. It is, in reality, » anV ^ wSM 8ISTEB . BQAKI ,
s thinking machine,’ so unerringly dom II guide the student’® ft MS
^
of Mmw Dsp t
thought* into right channels.”
^ , HL Miss Pouti&’s k Mss. Dow’s Schoot,, Farmington, Conn.
This invention was highly commended by the 1st® Abb4
latwt, in the presence of prominent pianists at his home, in
- "I rsjj&Kl the Technicon a* very helpful to piano players.”
WU. MASON.
“ All thinking pfenfat* will god the Technicon a wonderftal
help in preparing the hand to grasp easily all technical cUffi-
catties,”
S. B. MILLS,
“Fifteen minutes’ exercise with the Technicon will give re-
sells equal to at least an hoar’s practice at the piano
,
and with
great economy of nerve.”
PRICES.—In Blaek Walnut, $22.5@„ In Mihogaayf $27»@@ 0 Discount to Teachers. Send fop Circulars,
N. B.
—
Important Work for Pianists.—The mechanism of the hand and arm analyzed and explained by means of diagrams, with explanatory notes, showing which
muscles are brought into action for each particular movement of the arm, wrist or fingers. Invaluable to teachers for showing pupils which muscles should be used, and
which should be kept quiescent, for producing the movements involved at the keyboard. Price, 75 cents. To Teachers, 50 cents. Send stamps.
ADDRESS J. BROTHERHOOD, No. © West F©yrtoonth Street, New York, N. Y,
Agents fep'lngland, AUSINIE & CO., 86 Itwgate St, London, E. 0. I Agents for Germany, FEITZ SCHUBEBTE, Herrmann Ste f 16, Hamburg
*$*40.4 4 >4CO.’S4N V4 LI J A’
What Choirs Need.
ANTHEM BOOKS.
Emerson’s Anthems of Praise. $1.00 § per doz. , $9.00
Perkins5 Anthem Harp. $1.25; per doz., $12.00.
American Anthem B@ok. $1.25; per dot., $12.00.
Order with Ditson’s imprint.
Dressler’s Sserei Selections. $1.50
;
per doz., $13.50.
IjESS Be®, Henshaw. $1.00
;
per doz., $9.00.
SanteraL Palmer & Trowbridge. $1.00; per doz.
,
$9.00.
Vox Laedig, Ernst Leslie. $1.00
:
per doz., $9.00.
!J«w§5 MespsMses and Senfeuees.
80 cts.; per doz., $7.20.
Perkins5 Easy Anthems. $1.00; per doz., $9.00.
And many others.
Please send for Lists and Descriptions.
StJTOJIY SCHOOLS
Faithful and Successful School Teachers use the Best
Books, without regard to the interests of authors or pub-
lishers
;
and are great patrons of Ditsoa & Co.’s care-
fully made books, compiled by the best talent.
For lists and descriptions, please correspond.
are not satisfied with singing “as it happens,” but take
pains, by classes and rehearsals, to prepare their young
singers for solos and choruses, for Sunday and for festi-
val ainging. For such schools Ditsqn & Co. provide
the best music by the best composers.
.
Kindergarten Chimes, $1,25. Kate D. Wiggin. A
Manual and Song Book for Kindergartners.
Songs and Games for Little Ones, $2. 00. Gertrude
Walker and Harriet S. Jenks. 136 of the sweetest
of sweet Songs,
Kindergarten Plays. Richter. 30 cts.
PRIMARY. The Youngest late Readers,
American School Music Readers. Book 1, 35 cts.
Gems for Little Singers, 30 cts. Emerson & Swayne.
INTERMEDIATE AND GRAMMAR.
United Voices, 50 cts., and Song Bells, 50 cts., both
by L. O. Emerson, and the first just out.
THE HIGHER SCHOOLS.
Laudamus, $1.00. A Hymnal for Ladies’ Colleges.
By Profs. Kendrick and Ritter, of Vassar.
Royal Singer, 60 cts. L. (). Emerson. For Adult
Singing Classes and High Schools.
Song Greeting, 60 cts. L. O. Emerson. Refined and
Beautiful Part Songs.
CHORUS BOORS, am
Emerson’s Chorus Book. $1.00.
Perkins- Glee and Chorus Book. $1.00.
Apograph. Zerrahn. $1.00.
Concert Selections. Emerson. $1.00.
Also the Choruses of the Oratorios. (See Lists.)
Cantatas (Classic), as Mendelssohn’s Christas, 40 cts.
;
Rheinbergers Christoforus, $1.00
;
Three Holy Chil-
dren, Stanford, $1.00 ; Fair Melusina,’ Hofmann, 75
cts.
;
Wreck of the Hesperus, Anderton, 36 cts.
Battle of the Huns, Zbliner, 80 cts.
Cantatas (Scenic). Joseph’s Bondage, Chadwick, $1.00
;
Ruth and Naomi. Damrosch, $1.00
;
Rebecca, Hodges
(easy), 66 cts.; Esther, Bradbury (easy), 60 cts.
Also more than a hundred Masses, containing the best
and sweetest of sacred music.
ANY BOOK MAILED FOR RETAIL PRICE.
C. H. BITS0I & CO., 867 Broadway, lew York.
